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Wk&ie GKMA ike Gnmiuied 
F. MASON NORTH 
Where cross the crowded ways of life, 
Where sound the cries of race and clan, 
Above the noise of selfish strife, 
We hear thy voice, O Son of man! 
In haunts of wretchedness and need, 
On shadow'd threshholds dark with fears, 
From paths where hide the lures of greed, 
We catch the vision of thy tears. 
From tender childhood's helplessness, 
From woman's grief, man's burden'd toil, 
From famish'd souls, from sorrow's stress, 
Thy heart has never known recoil. 
O Master, from the mountain side, 
Make haste to heal the hearts of pain, 
Among these restless throngs abide, 
O tread the city's streets again, 
Till sons of men shall learn thy love 
And follow where thy feet have trod: 
Till glorious from thy heav'n above 
Shall come the city of our God. Amen. 
Courtesy Messenger Corp. 
s M S S B a a a a l 
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NEWS ITEMS AND COMMENTS 
Californian Churches to Protect Loyal Japa-
nese — Churches in California are endeavoring 
to show a Christian spirit toward the approxi-
mately 28,000 nisei (American citizens of Japa-
nese ancestry) and the 10,000 or more issei 
(Japanese citizens) who are in the Los Angeles 
area. The following is a copy of a preliminary 
draft to encourage to charity the nearly 400 
churches embraced in the Californian Church 
Federation: 
"We have a peculiarly Christian function to 
perform with regard to the Japanese who are 
in our midst. Most of these are innocent of 
wrongdoing. Many are devoted Christians. 
Many are American born and therefore Ameri-
can citizens. They have demonstrated their 
loyalty to our government in many ways. 
There are many who were born in Japan and 
are ineligible to citizenship in the United 
States who, nonetheless, are devoted to this 
country and to its ideals. These good people 
stand in grave danger of being discriminated 
against. The test of Christianity itself is In-
volved in the Christlikeness of the attitudes 
and conduct which we exercise toward them. 
We are assured tha t the authorities are exer-
cising full responsibility for those who may be 
subversive." 
In addition to this, the churches throughout 
California have shown a friendly attitude to-
ward the Japanese living in their communities. 
The superintendent of the Los Angeles Public 
School System gave assurance that these chil-
dren in the schools would be protected as 
much as possible from hate and fear. The stu-
dents running the co-operative which serve* 
meals in the church dining room at the Uni-
versity of Southern California shared their 
food with Japanese classmates who were 
stranded. 
* * * 
World's Pair Pavilion to be Torn Down— 
New York City has decided to tear down the 
250 thousand dollar Japanese pavilion which 
was a gift from Japan to the World's Pair. 
I t was one of the few buildings at the Fair 
which were to be permanent and when the 
building was presented to Mayor Laguardia in 
1940, the Japanese Consul General said: "In 
such a world of turmoil and unrest as we are 
confronted with these days, all the more pre-
cious are peace and good will among nations. 
May this beautiful pavilion and garden stand 
in this park forever as a monument of our 
sincere aspirations for peace and good will be-
tween our two great nations across the 
Pacific." 
* * * 
Communist Bocks Burned in Mexico — In 
1934 a large bonfire blazed in Mexico City 
under the direction of the Department of Pub-
lic Education. Images of Roman Catholic 
saints were burned to ashes and it was one of 
the many incidents of radical demonstrations 
that marked the beginning of an educational 
reform which was led by the Communists. As 
a result of this, many new textbooks with the 
dogma, of Communism, were published at the 
government's expense and widely distributed. 
A few days ago, another bonfire was kindled 
in the same place, but this time the fire was 
fed with one million copies of the Communist 
Textbook, the remaining stock of the Depart-
ment's Publishing Office. In the meantime, a 
great campaign for the restoration of free-
dom of teaching and the re-establishing of the 
lay public school has continued, with increas-
ing strength. 
* * * 
Japanese Blow Shocks Britain—London, Dec. 
9.—We too awoke on Sunday. Dec. 7, to the 
terrible reality of a world war. The thing 
about which we had speculated, about which 
our romancers had written stories, about 
which our prophets had spoken, was now upon 
us. "We have grown accustomed "to sup upon 
horrors." and it is inevitable that the mind 
should become dulled bv them. But the news 
that Japan had attacked the Hawaiian Islands 
and declared war in effect upon both America 
and Britain and all nations associated with 
them came with a shock of surprise. The an-
swer from the British commonwealth is un-
mistakable. Before this hour there has never 
been war between Britain and Japan. For 
many years they were allies and as far as can 
be known, until Japan invaded Manchukuo, 
the ordinary'Briton had no hostile feelings for 
that other island kingdom. During the last 
four years our sympathy has always been with 
China.—Exchange. 
* * * 
Quakers Plan to Continue Aid—Philadelphia, 
Pa., Dec. 15.—Work in France to Go On— 
European Friends Enlarge Relief Activities— 
Help British Prisoners.—The American Friends 
in Marseilles have cabled that even in the 
event that diplomatic relations between the 
United States and Vichy are broken, they are 
prepared to carry on their relief work. Con-
seguently the story of the Way in which 
European Quakers—Irish, Swiss, Swedish, 
French and others—are continuing their serv-
ice on "the glamorless front" in the interior 
of Europe will be of interest. 
Oppose Jewish Persecution—The division of 
France into the occupied and unoccupied zones, 
with little or no communication possible be-
tween them, resulted in a growth of Quaker 
activity in the unoccupied zone, according to 
the 1940-41 yearly report of the French Society 
of Friends. New publications have been start-
ed and a number of new Members deceived, 
The outstanding event of the year, so far as 
French Friends are concerned, was the op-
portunity they took to give, a clear and out-
spoken testimony against the persecution of 
the Jews. With daring and determination 
Friends carried this issue before the public 
and the authorities in France. To be sure the 
results of this protest cannot yet be said to 
be tangible, but the memorandum they have 
sent to America gives a very encouraging and 
illuminating account of the reception accord-
ed their protest. 
Carry Protest to "Vichy—A delegation finally 
carried their concern to M. Vallat, Vichy high 
commissioner for Jewish affairs, reading to 
him a statement which said in part : "And 
moreover it seems unjust and illogical to 
thrust upon the Jews alone, or upon the gov-
ernments of the capitalists alone, full respon-
sibility for the war. We are in fact all re-
sponsible, and Christians, by the sole fact of 
saying such a thing, are surely more respon-
sible than others." According to their report, 
"a simple and cordial conversation followed 
the reading of this statement. The possibility 
of ovir actual participation by way of an or-
ganization for relief work was admitted in 
principle by M. le Ministre, who authorized us 
to make use of our conversation and of his 
moral support in order to try to obtain new 
funds from American Quakers." 
Contact with England, according to them, 
has been completely cut off for the French 
Quakers. Communications with America are 
very uncertain. Relations with Friends in 
Holland and the Scandinavian countries have 
been resumed. Occasional German Friends 
have visited Paris and correspondence with 
the German Yearly Meeting in Berlin is open. 
A message sent by German Friends quoted John 
Woolman's saying: "He that believeth, maketh 
not haste." It continued: "The present time 
does not permit us any other than strictly in-
dividual effort" except the prayers of the 
group silence, "the action of God himself in 
our spirits." 
Continue Aid to British Prisoners—The re-
lief and visitation work of the French Quakers 
among British and other prisoners of war in 
the occupied zona continues. "This work con-
sists in distributing clothing and underclothes" 
to the prisoners in five camps. Clothes and 
food parcels are also given out to British 
prisoners in Paris jails. Some of the supplies 
come from the French Red Cross. Maurice 
Fleury writes: "At the beginning of my work 
last June. I was not allowed to see the prison-
ers myself. . . . Now I have been authorized to 
see the prisoners myself and to give them 
their packages personally. I am sure that the 
parcels reach their destination." He speaks of 
"seeing the prisoners, talking with them and 
bringing them words of comfort, which are 
always of great comfort to them." 
Provide Help for Refugees—Aid to refugees 
continues on the part of French Friends. They 
supply small sums of money, weekly food sup-
plements and some clothing and they conduct 
a. bi-weekly medical clinic and dispensary. This 
work has not stopped since the evacuation in 
June 1940. Although the number of Friends 
in south France is very small, each has proved 
himself a tower of strength, assisting erreatly 
the work of the American Friends Service 
Committee through Howard Kershner and his 
associates. Some 40 interested persons were 
recently oresent at a. tea-meeting in Marseilles. 
Two Swiss Friends managed to visit the 
work of th*> American Friends in children's 
colonies and in concentrations. They found 
that some of the assisting French Friends 
were very busy and had created quite a lot of 
interest among other persons in the neighbor-
hood. Nevertheless they themselves did not 
have food enough to serve lunch. With the 
help of the American Friends, they are trying 
to "help these two forsaken villages [Gurs and 
another] to their feet again by rebuilding 
houses, settling solid groups of refugees and 
above all starting new industries that mighi 
permit them to live on." 
"Full of Admiration"—After several days of 
conferences and visits to children's and con-
centration camps where the American Friends 
Service Committee is working, these Swiss 
Friends wrote: "We felt a wave of admiration 
rising in us for those who accept work on this 
glamorless front of the present conflict, for the 
courage and the effort it must take to work 
day after day in such conditions and with such 
tools. . . . We come back to our job full of 
admiration for what they are accomplishing in 
their various fields and full of desire to be 
more helpful to them in the future." 
—Barbara L, Gary in Christian Century. 
* * * 
War Spending by the federal government 
increased the total debt burden of the United 
States at the close of the fiscal year on June 
30 to a new high record of $69,162,000,000, de-
spite a Slight decrease in the Indebtedness of 
state and local governments, according to a 
report issued by the Census Bureau. The 
bureau said this amount was equivalent to. a 
per capita debt load of $521 for every inhabit-
ant of the continental United States, repre-
senting an increase of $41 from .the year be-
fore. State and local indebtednass decreased 
$42,000,000 to a total of $20,183,000,000, but the 
federal debt increased meanwhile by more than 
six billions to $48,979,000,000, as of June 30. 
The Federal debt on December 18 was $57,251,-
209,249. Explaning how state and local gov-
ernments managed to cut their debts, the Cen-
sus Bureau said they had better tax collec-
tions and smaller relief loads, while defense 
priorities had curtailed non-essential public 
construction. These factors, it said, were re-
flected in a decrease of 4 percent in state debt, 
as contrasted with an increase of 22 percent 
for the eight-year period 1932-1940. Among 
local governments generally a similar down-
ward movement in debt was reported. 
—Christian Observer. 
* * * 
Moratorium on Strikes — President Roose-
velt's Labor-Industry Conference agreed on 
December 23 to a moratorium on strikes for 
the duration of the war. The conference, 
which almost collapsed on account of a dispute 
over the closed shop issue, reached final agree-
ment on a three-point program advanced by 
Senator Elbert D. Thomas (D., Utah), associate 
moderator. The plan provides: 
(1) There shall be no strikes or lockouts. 
(2) All disputes shall be settled by peace-
ful means. 
(3) The President shall set up a proper war 
labor board to handle disputes. 
The twelve labor representatives gave full 
approval. The twelve industry representatives 
insisted the board should not take jurisdic-
tion over closed shop disputes, but they agreed 
to accept Mr. Roosevelt's decision on the 
matter. The President had called the confer-
ence in an effort to obtain a voluntary com-
pact halting all work stoppages and disputes 
hindering war production. Congress, in de-
ference to the move, shelved all anti-strike leg-
islation.—Christian Observer. 
* * * 
War Powers for Chinese leader.—Reports 
from China last week said the central execu-
tive committee of the Kuomintang had con-
ferred special wartime powers upon General-
issimo Chiang Kai-Shek which will virtually 
permit him to govern by decree "until the final 
goal of victory and world peace is attained." 
Specifically the executive body provided that its 
standing committee, acting "under the guid-
ance" of Chiang, could amend existing laws 
and enact new ones as deemed expedient. (The 
Kuomintang is the National People's party). 
Temptation— 
Don't Trifle With It 
" A crowd of young men were visiting a 
i \ zoo in a large city. They walked 
around looking at many interesting ani-
mals. When they came to the department 
where snakes were kept, they saw many 
poisonous and deadly reptiles. One young 
man of the crowd who thought he could 
play with danger and be safe, took hold of 
one of the snakes by the neck. He held it 
fast so it could not bite him. Meanwhile 
the snake began to wind its body around 
the young man's arm. The snake's weight 
and strength became too much for the 
man, and he let go of its neck to free him-
self. Immediately the snake bit him, and 
the man died in a very short time." 
"•"""•nH^^H 
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This Business of Winning Souls 
John A. Climenhaga 
MY BELOVED BRETHREN: Our Lord, whom we serve saith unto 
us: "Follow me and I will make you fish-
ers of men." In order to win souls we 
must be "Fishers of Men." This is the task 
in which we are interested in our discus-
sion this morning. We are not thinking 
primarily of the importance or need of 
soul-winning for every wide awake, 
spiritual man of God is cognizant of the 
fact that the world is lying in the lap of 
the evil one and should be snatched as 
brands from the burning, but rather in the 
method of winning souls for Christ and 
the Church. 
One of the most essential things neces-
sary to be a good soul winner is to remem-
ber the words of John the Baptist: "He 
must increase but I must decrease." Any 
minister who does not keep Christ before 
the people cannot succeed in pointing 
souls to the Lamb of God, who alone can 
take away the sins of the world. 
Mark Guy Pearce has said: "I watched 
an old man trout-fishing the other day, 
pulling them out one after another brisk-
ly. 'You manage it cleverly, old friend,' 
I said, T have passed a good many below 
who don't seem to be doing anything.' The 
old man lifted himself up and stuck his 
rod in the ground. 'Well, you see, Sir, 
there be three rules for trout fishing, and 
'tis no good trying if you don't mind them. 
The first is, Keep YOURSELF out of sight; 
the second is: Keep yourself farther out of 
sight; and the third is, Keep yourself 
farther still out of sight. Then you'll do 
it.' Good for catching men, too, thought 
I." 
Let us remember the words of Christ 
who said: "And I, if I be lifted up, shall 
draw all men unto me." We need to lift 
Him up in our preaching, in our visitation, 
in our social contacts, all the time, every-
where. 
In the second place in this business of 
winning souls we must be sold to our 
product. The Master Teacher has declared: 
"If any man will come after me, let him 
deny himself, take up his cross and follow 
me." It must be Christ and Christ only. 
We have consecrated our all to Him and 
His work. It is He Whom we are repre-
senting. 
John Trapp writes: "Ministers are fish-
ers. A busy profession, a toilsome calling. 
no idle man's occupation, as the vulgar 
conceive it, nor needless trade, taken up at 
least to pick a living out of. Let God's 
fishermen busy themselves as they must, 
sometimes in preparing, sometimes in 
mending, sometimes in casting abroad, 
sometimes in drawing the net, that they 
may separate the precious from the vile". 
Jeremiah 15:19; Matthew 13:48; "and no 
man shall have just cause to twit them with 
idleness, or to say they have an easy life," 
Due to an extra large amount of reports 
and other current matter intended for this 
issue of the paper, we are running an 
additional eight page supplement in order 
not to delay the publication1 of these re-
ports, etc. We are giving our editorial 
space to our worthy assocate editor, Eld. 
J. A. Climenhaga, and would encourage 
the careful perusal of the splendid article 
entitled "This Business of Winning Souls" 
found on this page of the paper. 
A number of years ago I met a young 
student-minister who remarked to me and 
others "I ' ll try preaching awhile and if I 
fail, I'll study to be a lawyer, perhaps I 
can make more money at the bar." His 
ministry was a failure. Souls were not 
saved in his congregation all because he 
was not consecrated fully or in other 
words, sold out to his task. 
In the third place it is well that we pas-
tors remember the words of the apostle 
Paul to his son Timothy: "But foolish and 
unlearned questions avoid, knowing that 
they do gender strifes; but the servant of 
the Lord must not strive; but be gentle un-
to all men, apt to teach, patient. In meek-
ness instructing those that oppose them-
selves; if God peradventure will give them 
repentance to the acknowledging of the 
truth; And that they may recover them-
selves out of the snare of the devil, who 
are taken captive by him at his will." 
II Timothy 2:23-26. 
In other words in this business of win-
ning souls we need affableness. By this I 
do not mean that we should be pusillani-
mous or weak-kneed, for if there is any-
one who needs courage and wisdom it is 
the soul-winner, but we do need to be 
gentle: "reproving, rebuking, exhorting 
with all longsuffering and doctrine." 
Again a real soul-winner must be able 
to say with the apostle Paul : "Follow me 
even as I also follow Christ." In my mind 
this is a very essential qualification in this 
business of winning souls. 
During an evangelistic campaign a cer-
tain church going lady became deeply 
moved and felt the necessity of trying to 
win her husband to the Lord Jesus Christ 
and the Church. Upon returning home 
from the services one evening she found 
her husband sitting in the parlor in an easy 
chair. Going to him she said: "George, 
why do you not attend Church and accept 
Christ?" He answered: "I 'd like to know 
what difference there is between you and 
me? You play cards and so do I. You 
dance and so do I. You love to attend the 
theaters and so do I. In general our lives 
are the same. What do you want me to ac-
(3) 19 
cept? The only difference I can see is 
that I am not as big a hypocrite as you. I 
do not live the ways of the world six days 
a week and then pretend to be a Christian 
on Sunday." 
Beloved Brethren, if we desire to win 
souls we must be Imitators of Christ, our 
Lord, and I cannot conceive of our Lord 
doing some of the things which are being 
done by Mission Workers, Sunday School 
Workers and Ministers today. Unless my 
life is changed how can I lead a soul to 
Him of whom it is said: "If any man be in 
Christ Jesus he is a new creature, old 
things have passed away, behold all things 
have become new?" 
Rightly the great English preacher 
Charles H. Spurgeon has said: "The best 
training for a soul-saving minister is pre-
cisely that which he would follow if his 
sole object were to develop the character of 
Christ in himself. The better the man, the 
more powerful will his preaching become. 
As he grows like Jesus, he will preach like 
Jesus. Given like purity of motive, tender-
ness of heart, and clearness of faith, you 
will have like force of utterance. The di-
rect road to success in saving souls is to 
become like the Saviour. The imitation 
of Christ is the true art of sacred rhetoric." 
One of the outstanding revivals of all 
ages of which we have a record is that re-
corded in the second and fourth chapters 
of The Acts of The Apostles. On one oc-
casion three thousand souls and upon 
another occasion five thousand souls, be-
sides others, were added to the church. 
What was the method by which so many 
were brought into the fold? It came as 
the result of the simple, direct, plain teach-
ing and preaching of Peter and John con-
cerning Jesus Christ of Nazareth. This 
preaching was made possible because these 
men had received a special baptism and 
were empowered with the Holy Ghost. 
A few years ago I heard Dr. Weber, a 
member of our Pottstown Ministerial group 
give a sermon in The Christ's Church dur-
ing Passion Week on "Banked Fires." If I 
remember correctly he said something as 
follows: "The Power of Pentecost is just 
as forceful today as it ever was but the 
fires of Pentecost are banked." I would 
like to submit to you, my fellow pastors, 
the need of our waiting somewhere until 
we are endued with the same power, the 
same energy, the same zeal, the same bap-
tism with which the apostles were endued, 
until the fire of the Holy Ghost would burn 
as brilliantly in our lives as it did in the 
lives of Peter and John so that we might 
go forth as soul-winners with a power that 
knows no defeat, a fire that is burning 
brightly, and a method which will yield 
results for Christ whom we serve this day. 
Yea, we need the Pentecostal baptism if 
we would catch souls. 
Finally I would like to state that I am 
not as much interested in a discussion as 
(Continued on page 31) 
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REVIVAL FIRES 
B. M. Books 
WHEN in our rural days we used wood in our homes for cooking, we had to 
add fuel every now and then if we would 
keep the fire up. When business houses 
find that their goods is on the shelves or 
bins too long, the staff is called into coun-
cil. Here they decide to launch a drive to 
move the shelf-worn goods. Executives in-
fuse new life into salesmen and all branch-
es of the business become vibrant with 
new enthusiasm. With the result that soon 
there is a rapid turn over of their product. 
—Revival. The summer is coming to a 
close, and vegetation is suffering for want 
of rain, and having born its fruit, its leaves 
turn brown, red, yellow. The plant life 
dies. The winter sun witnesses a cruel 
sight of stripped trees and bare fields. But 
watch, soon the warm spring days and the 
order of the season push forth new foliage, 
and flower. A new morning has dawned. 
It is revival. The human race goes the 
same rounds and obeys the same laws of 
revival. There is birth, growth, decay. A 
new crop of life, a new generation marches 
on. 
These simple observations may not ex-
actly fit in all points, but they do tell us 
that revival is inherent in our multiple 
relationships in life. 
Our spirit lives call for revival. The 
Psalmist felt the need; the prophets called 
for it, and the early church had it. 
Throughout the Christian era the one fac-
tor, that stands head and shoulder above 
all other agencies in definitely effecting the 
uplift of individuals, homes, institutions, 
and the course of nations has been the true 
Christian revival. All other efforts and 
panaceas have proven powerless, if not a 
bothersome detriment. 
If, after we have labored hard and toiled 
through many days in church work, there 
are many of our fellowmen who grow faint, 
their prayers become formal, and Christian 
joy turns to drudgery. We must with the 
Psalmist cry out, "Wilt thou not revive us 
again that thy people may rejoice in thee?" 
How shall we kindle the fires? I shall 
propose a few facts that will never fail 
when humbly followed. They are so 
simple that none will misunderstand. 
A. Conditions that call for Revival. 
Revival is first a matter in and for the 
church. I do not share the opinion of 
some that revival is a hit and miss affair, a 
thing of chance; that some places and 
churches are predestined, and others are 
not, for revival. 
Here are a few conditions and where 
these obtain there revival is in order. 
Do you find members defeated, living an 
up and down life, usually down? There a 
revival is necessary. Is there an indiffer-
ence and coldness in worship? There re-
Psalm 85:6 
vival is possible and necessary. Are there 
broken fellowships, members evading each 
other, critical of each other, non-cooper-
ative in the church program? There we 
find imperative need for revival. 
Then if there is joylessness notwith-
standing the regular testimony of saved 
and sanctified, there is need for an awaken-
ing, a revival. 
But even though one may be fervent, yet 
if he harbors an unforgiving spirit, and if 
it is found in high places, there is a very 
urgent need for revival. 
Wherever these things exist, all, or a 
part, a revival is pleasing to God and will 
follow naturally if we honestly face the 
facts. 
I believe we as leaders in the church 
are too often impervious to convictions of 
coldness, pride or other alien spirits and 
fail to give the revival a start. The sinner 
says, "if the layman would." The layman 
says, "if the preacher would." The preach-
er says, "if the evangelist would"—and the 
evangelist says, "if the members would be 
aroused and pray, then we would have a 
revival." No one assumes responsibility 
for making contact with heaven and letting 
God break through the crust and take 
charge. 
Brethren, I believe we are too easy on 
cold, formal professionalism, in the upper 
ranks. I am ready to bear my share of re-
sponsibility. How then shall we start? 
Here are: 
B. Steps that lead to Revival. 
You recognize the picture to be dark, 
yet it is by no means hopeless, if only we 
are willing. 
Put God first in all your plans. In 
prayer and confession let your heart be 
broken, deal with every alien thought, if 
new phases are necessary to express your 
stirred affections, let them replace your 
tried ones. Plead for revival. Soon you 
will see and feel your utter worthlessness 
and helplessness. Your consecration if you 
ever were consecrated will be thoroughly 
searched out and renewed. This is genuine, 
will bring a deep humility and self 
abnegation. To confess your short coming, 
wrong spirit, open on private sins is usual-
ly the acid test. But if revival conditions 
are to be sound and you would realize the 
outpouring of His spirit you will go to the 
required end to confess your sins. 
These are vows that we all have made, 
yet in hours and times of indifference we 
neglect to keep them, or justify ourselves 
why we should be exempt from their ob-
servance. Yet revival will not start on 
catch flame except we pay that we have 
vowed. 
There are other steps no doubt to revival 
but these are sufficient. It is good for the 
individual, as well as the group. In-
dividuals usually start the revival. 
C. Signs that a Revival is on. 
The laws of God in the natural world— 
gravitation, sowing and reaping, cause and 
effect—are not any more real than are the 
laws of revival. 
I never like to hear an evangelist say 
that he did not bring a revival in his suit-
case. While this is literally not possible, 
yet I believe he should have a revival in 
his own soul. It is more than to have a 
pack of selected sermons, in his suitcase. 
Where the steps to revival are sincerely 
taken by all in the group there a revival is 
inevitable. The Sunday School officers, 
and the church officials should initiate the 
steps indicated if need requires. 
Where wholehearted interest in religious 
things takes place, regularity at religious 
services, promptness to testify, and readi-
ness to accept appointments willingly there 
a revival is on. Do you gladly help and 
support the church when before you found 
fault? This is a sign you are revived. If 
this continues into the summer or when the 
pressure of meetings is over you ought to 
thank God for revival fires. 
Have the old grudges been settled and 
you love all, and new confidence restored 
in all? Be sure there the revival fire has 
burned. If in the higher ranks and front 
seats and pulpit is on fire beyond the mere 
professional level of official dignity there 
revival fire is in progress. 
When testimony is spontaneous in the 
church and to the neighbor with much re-
joicing and praising God, the plea of the 
psalmist "that thy people may rejoice in 
thee" is fulfilled. Remember it says "re-
joice in thee," not in outdoing another one, 
not because successful in business, nor be-
cause acomplished in leadership, but in 
"Thee." 
Now we come to that part which some 
wanted long ago. 
If a revival is genuinely on, sinners 
will be converted and backsliders re-
claimed. I fear we get the cart before the 
horse when we plead for sinners before 
there is a true affection for and union with 
Christ. There can be no true burden for 
the lost until a true union with Christ is 
effected. After this or in line with this is 
the natural concern and fervency for mis-
sionary work. 
These few words may seem very ele-
mentary the mere a, b, c, of revival and yet 
I feel we need this spiritual awakening in 
many places and lives. Because of the 
deepening darkness of our day we must 
prove God adequate for the most trying 
times and conditions. God will not onlv 
give grace, but prove more than sufficient 
for every one who seeks His help. Re-
member His promises. They may be just 
for a time as this. 
Be sober minded. In all things shewing 
thyself a pattern of good works. 
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The Days of Youth 
The Rainbow of Promise 
Part II 
Florence Taft Fowler 
(A true story of the Zam Zam dis-
aster as gleaned from an interview with 
a missionary survivor. The names of 
persons in the story are fictitious but 
the characters are real). 
Meanwhile the days wore on for the 
Zam Zam survivors. The next day after the 
destruction of the ship, another boat was 
sighted. The Nazi officials had radioed a 
message and the ship had come in response 
to their call. The Dresden was its name. 
Ruth saw also that it flew no flag. That 
added to their safety. Perhaps? 
Another transfer of passengers began. 
More than two hundred were crowded into 
the Dresden which had accommodations for 
only thirty-five. The raider from which 
they were taken was well equipped com-
pared to this. But they were soon to learn 
that they had been consigned to a prison-
ship indeed. 
Many of the passengers having hurried 
from their berths the morning before when 
the Zam Zam was shelled, were still in their 
nightclothes. Men and women in pajamas 
and gowns, and some only half clad were a 
picture of comic distress. Some were 
dressed. Ruth Waring was glad to be in 
that classification. It was a motley assort-
ment of unfortunate humanity, but they 
were glad to have escaped alive. Not one 
missionary had been injured. Not one life 
had been lost. Three others, however, had 
been severely injured in the shelling. These 
were left on the raider which was equipped 
with hospital and physician service. 
Then began the segregation of families. 
The men were deprived of all moneys and 
passports and were relegated to the hold of 
the ship. The Dresden possessed two cabins 
and two salons not occupied by the Nazis. 
Into these, all the others were packed. Ruth 
was assigned to a cabin with Mrs. Day and 
the children. The two captives, shown def-
erence and given the other cabin, were the 
Captain of the Zam Zam and the Egyptian 
doctor. Women and children were sardined 
into the two salons—twenty to a salon. 
They were fortunate to have mattresses 
placed on the floor on which to sleep. The 
men had nothing at first, but later were al-
lowed to improvise mattresses from bags 
and fill them with cotton. But there were 
no sheets, no pillows, and insufficient 
blankets, in some instances. 
Personal supplies were rationed to them 
for the period of the voyage—thirty-three 
days. To each was given a small towel, two 
small cakes of soap, an enamel bowl and a 
soup spoon. Water rationed at the rate of 
one and one-half pints a day for cleansing 
purposes was scarcely adequate. Drinking 
water was provided in addition. There was 
one bath tub with salt water. 
But the bowls! Ruth admitted the re-
action. More than anything except the 
"picture," and the "flag," the enamel bowls 
and soup spoons made her feel the part of a 
captive. The bowls were doubtless meant 
for that; likewise the flag and the picture. 
But Ruth kept her counsel. It was a matter 
of prudence inasmuch as she was a prisoner, 
though she daily felt the surge of irritation 
rise in her bosom. The bowls were a neces-
sity. The diet demanded them. For the 
extent of the voyage—thirty-three long, un-
certain days—SOUP! There was nothing 
uncertain as to the soup, however. For 
breakfast—it was a pasty gruel with a bit 
of sweetening, and black war bread; for 
dinner—bean, or rice, or noodle soup with 
a few chunks of potatoes sometimes, and 
here and there a piece of corned beef; and 
for supper the menu was soup, of the same 
QUIETNESS 
"Be Still and know that I am God" 
That I who made and gave thee life 
Will lead thy faltering steps aright; 
That I who see each sparrow's fall 
Will hear and heed thy earnest call. 
I am God. 
"Be still and know that I am God" 
When aching burdens crush thy heart, 
Then know I form thee for thy part 
And purpose in the plan I hold. 
Thou art the clay that I would mould. 
Trust in God. 
—Doran. 
variety, except that the order as to the 
three kinds was reversed from meal to meal 
and from day to day—doubtless to avoid un-
due monotony. Hence the bowls were a 
necessity! 
After the third day on board, the men 
were allowed to go on deck to see their wives 
and children. After this, during the day, 
all were permitted the freedom of the deck, 
but under the closest guard. About sun-
set they were ordered off. At nine o'clock 
in the evening, the chief steward made his 
rounds, "All in! All lights out!" The locks 
clicked and the prisoners were "in"—in to 
stay till the locks clicked again the next 
morning. At the beginning of the Dresden 
experience the passengers had been given 
orders; if they failed to comply the machine 
guns would be turned on them. It was best, 
therefore, to comply. 
For nine days the Dresden zigzagged, go-
ing nowhere, marking time. The German 
captain had promised they were to be placed 
on a neutral boat. Through all the thirty-
three days, no ship was sighted. Ruth, be-
ing an especially discerning and intuitive 
human, understood that they took particular 
pains that no other craft should be seen. 
She observed also that in all the voyage 
they flew no flag until—but that "reacts" 
with the "picture." 
* Meanwhile, there were a few brighter 
aspects. The morale must be kept up, the 
monotony broken. The German officers and 
soldiers realized that. In spite of the fact 
that they themselves were the strictest pos-
sible sticklers for discipline, they en-
couraged the human elements helpful to the 
morale. They still evidenced signs of hu-
man kindness, especially to the children. 
On the fourth day, the passengers (erst-
while prisoners) were told they might visit 
the hold. The hold held interest for some 
of them. Perhaps, they might recover some 
of their possessions—if any were left in 
their baggage. To Bonnie Cain there was 
interest. Her violin! How did the Nazis 
overlook it? Or why had those "pirates of 
plunder" not taken it? It was a prize in-
deed for the rest of the voyage and lifted 
the morale—ah, more than that! She was 
a missionary with a song in her heart. The 
instrument was needed to let the song be 
told to all on board. Another missionary 
found one baby shoe and one to two small 
articles of costume. These were all that 
could be found of all their possessions. 
Other scantily clad ones found enough cloth-
ing to enable them to appear more present-
able the rest of the voyage. 
Mr. Day, searching through the baggage, 
came upon an article of great value. His 
small daughter beheld with dancing eyes 
and smiles of delight, "Oh, Daddy, my 
dolly! You found my dolly!" She hugged it 
to her heart and would not part with it 
throughout the long wearisome days. 
Esthers joy was spontaneous and her child-
ish heart was comforted. 
To the Christians on board, the daily 
morning and devotional time, and the Sun-
day morning services (well attended by all 
the passengers) were a source of inspira-
tion. Bonnie Cain and her violin played 
their part, with one gospel hymn recovered 
from the baggage. As German guards stood 
about them, the words of the Gospel, the 
testimony of faith of the missionaries, and 
the songs of praise wafted over the rolling 
ocean, and perhaps, into the hearts who had 
never before heard the love message of a 
risen Saviour. 
The Nazi officers sought opportunity to 
keep the men occupied. To the American 
men, cattle horns provided diversion in 
carving. From these horns interesting ob-
jects and curios were carved. Ruth was 
glad to possess a monogram ring as a 
memento of her days of adventure under 
Nazi domination. 
From night to night as she lay down to 
sleep the Unseen One spoke peace to her 
heart in the message of Psalm 4:8: "I will 
both lay me down in peace and sleep, for 
Thou, Lord, only makest me dwell in 
safety." 
So the days passed. They traveled with-
out a flag until the morning of April 20. 
Nearing St. Jean de Luz, in occupied 
France, the Dresden ran up the Nazi flag. 
The sense of justice betrayed, a feeling of 
liberty under treason came over Ruth War-
ing. She rebelled—inwardly; as did every 
loyal American. Then there came again 
and again the recollection that the loss of 
the Zam Zam would be known at home. This 
(Continued on page 31) 
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ville, Ohio, R. R. 2. 
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Evangelistic Slate 
CHARLIE B. BYEBS, Chambersburg, Pa. 
Green Springs, Penna., Feb. 1-22. 
Elizabethtown, Penna., Mar. 1-15. 
ALVIN C. BURKHOLDER, Upland, Calif. 
Canton, Ohio, Jan. 11-31 
Crossroads, Lane. Co., Pa., Feb. 1-17 
Grantham, Pa., Feb. 18-
EDWARD GILMORE, Lowbanks, Ont. 
Spring Hope, Penna., Jan. 18 to Feb. 1. 
Granville, Penna., Feb. 8 to Feb. 22. 
Manheim. Penna., March 1 to March 15. 
ELD. H. P. HEISEY, Louisville, O. 
Antrim, March 1 
HENRY N. HOSTETTER, Washington Boro, 
Pa. 
Black Creek Dist., Can., Jan. 12-Feb. 3 
Ontario Bible School, March 8 
ABNER MARTIN, Mt. Joy, Pa. 
Saxton, Pa., Feb. 1-16 
J. LESTER MYERS, Greencastle, Pa. 
Shenks Church, Dauphin Co., Pa., Feb. 1-15. 
Center Co., Pa., Mar. 1-15. 
E. J. SWALM, Duntroon, Ontario 
Carlisle, Pa., Jan. 25-Feb. 8. 
Notice to Members in 
Pennsylvania 
The Pennsylvania S t a t e Council will con-
vene in the Manheim Brethren in Christ 
church, Thursday, April 2, preceded on 
Wednesday by the usual Sunday School, 
Messiah Bible College, and Home Mission, 
programs. 
"Be Ye Perfect" 
REV. W. Y. FULLERTON has told the im-pressive story of a lighthouse off the 
coast of Florida, which many years ago 
failed to act its accustomed part, and be-
came the instrument of death and destruc-
tion rather than of preservation and safety. 
A window in the lamp room had broken, 
there was no time to repair it, and a piece 
of tin was substituted. That night during 
a furious storm, a vessel beating up the 
coast was sent astray by the one part dark, 
with results fatal to the crew. What a 
warning to Christian workers! We must 
see that the evidence of the Christ-control-
led heart shines from every phase of our 
life. —Sword and Travel. 
When devotion burns low, when per-
sonal piety smoulders down into a cold 
spirit of obedience, the "beauty of holi-
ness" becomes impossible of attainment. 
But when devotion is fiery, when religion 
is enthusiastic, when piety is passionate, 
then you have the very fire from the altar 
of God, in which all uncleanness is purged 
away.—Jowett. 
i 
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News of Church Activity 
Canada 
TILLSONBURG, ONT. Report of Hough-
ton Mission—for Sept., Oct., Nov., D e c , 
General .—As we s tand upon the threshold 
of ano ther year we take a re t rospect and 
say wi th one of old, "Hi the r to ha th the 
Lord helped us , " and face the New Year 
with courage, s tanding upon the promise of 
our Lord, "And lo I am with you alway, 
even unto the end of the age ." How His 
presence cheers every step of the way. In 
these perilous days our hea r t s a re encour-
aged to, "look up" , for our redemption 
d raweth nigh. 
Dur ing the pas t four months since we 
have been left alone, the responsibil i ty of 
the work has been quite heavy a t t imes , 
but it has helped us to realize tha t it is not 
by might , nor by power, but by the Spiri t 
of the living God t h a t any th ing can be ac-
complished for him. We cannot help but 
praise God for His faithfulness to us in 
answer ing p raye r and supplying our needs 
for soul and body. 
Al though we are unable to do all we see 
should be done, yet we are thankful for the 
opportuni t ies tha t come our way to visit 
the sick and needy and minis ter comfort 
and encouragement to the cast down. 
Bro. Alonzo Vanna t t e r has been very 
faithfully s tanding by the work in the min-
is t ry while Bro. Nighs come up every two 
weeks on Sun. The four Sunday Schools and 
preaching services have been a t tended to as 
usual , but because of the labor s i tuat ion a 
number of our members have moved to oth-
er dis tr ic ts for work, and many others of the 
community a re finding work in other places. 
This of course is no help to our a t tendance , 
but these conditions cannot be helped. 
But we a r e glad for the faithful few who 
are s tanding by the work and are concern-
ed for the lost souls about us. 
We a re sorry to repor t t h a t one of our 
eldest members , one who has lived among us 
ever since the beginning of the work here, 
has jus t passed away to her reward . Al-
though we will miss her victorious tes t i -
monies in the services, we t r u s t our loss 
will be her e ternal gain. 
We wish to express our hea r t felt ap-
preciat ion of the in teres t manifested by the 
church toward the work here . We are glad 
to know t h a t while we t ry to reach out in 
mission work, others a t home are holding 
the ropes. We t ru s t t h a t dur ing this New-
Year we shall still have your p raye r s and 
cooperation. 
r inancial Report for Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, '41 
Receipts 
Balance on hand * IS'?2 
Frogmore Offerings SA 15 
Houghton Center Offerings „„o 
Guysboro S. S. Offerings 6.08 
Bro. Mailon Mitts 1 J „ S 
Mildred Mitts J.00 
Bro. Alex. Chapman 2.00 
Mrs. Mabee J-00 
Sr. Edith and Fern Williams 5.00 
Mrs. C. Legree 1.00 
Bro. Geo. Sider, Wainfleet 3.00 
A Friend 2.00 
Bro. and Sr. Blake Weaver 10.00 
Aquilla and Priscilla 5.00 
Exchange on Amer. Money .50 
Sr. M. E. Murphy, Manitoba 4.00 
Sr. Mildred Hall 1.00 
Wainfleet S. S 13.00 
Total $205.10 
I 
||i; m m m M lltJ. 
GREETINGS 
From the Secre ta ry of t he 
Home Mission Board 
C. N. Hostetter, Jr. 
The gospel is more than "good 
news", it is "good tidings". Here 
are tidings of love, reconciliation 
and forgiveness. Here are tidings of 
deliverance, freedom and peace. 
Here are tidings of triumph and 
victory. 
May God bless all our workers 
who bear these tidings at home and 
abroad. May we all be united in 
love and loyalty to this great cause 
and may everyone do his part. 
May it not be truthfully said of 
any of us "these are days of good 
tidings but we hold our peace." 
I 
Expenditures 






Hydro Bill (6 months) 13.62 
Gasoline and oil 10.24 
Anti-freeze 1.50 
Repairs 1.35 
1942 License Plates 2.00 
Permits and Transfer 2.50 
Total $ 73 28 
Balance on hand Jan. 1, ...$13L82 
In addition to the above we wish to grate-
fully acknowledge the following donations: 
Black Creek S. S. offering for radio and per-
sonal needs; Wainfleet S. S. offering for per-
sonal needs; Markham S. S. offering of $20 
tor Mission furnishings; Sr. Ida Heise's S. S. 
Class $7 for Mission furnishings; Provisions 
from George Sider, Mr. Moore, Roy Wideman, 
Sr. Roy Brillinger, Mailon Mitts, Sr. Robt. 
Gilmore, Sr. Edward Gilmore, Blake Weaver, 
br. Jesse Winger, Adah Heise, Sr. Fred Cli-
menhaga, Bro. Bert Sherk, Levi Steckley, Wil-
lie Heise, Lloyd Williams. 
Yours in His Service 
Idellus Sider and Clara Steckley 
G E N E R A L R E P O R T O F T H E W E L -
LAND MISSION—As we take a re t rospect 
the last day of this year, our hea r t s extol 
the name of Chris t our Saviour. Conditions 
about us a r e the fulfillment of Prophecy, 
bu t we need not fear , for we have this a s -
surance, t h a t we have companionship wi th 
the best known Friend. " F e a r not, l i t t le 
flock—for lo, I am with you alway, even 
unto the end of the world". 
Recently in our p rayer meet ing we used 
for our Scr ipture lesson, I I Tim. 3:1-5. " In 
the las t days , perilous t imes will come". 
One wr i te r says , "gr ievous seasons" . He 
also says, "in these perilous t imes , it will 
be difficult to know w h a t to do, w h a t to be-
lieve, who to believe and how to act" . Paul 
enumera tes nineteen evils which will pre-
cede our Lord's re turn . I 'm wondering, if 
any or all of these evils a r e mani fes t? 
This p a s t quar te r , the Lord has honored 
His Word and souls have knelt a t the a l t a r 
.of p rayer . The Lord honors the sincere 
seeker and witnesses by His Spiri t . This 
has been evident by the tes t imonies and 
lives of some who were happy finders. Our 
revival, of only two weeks conducted by 
Eld. Wil iam Engle of Owosso, Michigian, 
was a t ime when m a n y hea r t s were car ry-
ing burdens for souls, and p raye r s were 
not unanswered in producing visible resul ts . 
Some evenings the load and pull was heavy, 
but Brother Engle fai thfully declared the 
Word. Hands raised request ing p rayer , fol-
lowed wi th earnes t supplications by the peo-
ple of God, b rought souls seeking the Lord, 
for reclamation, sanctification and heal ing, 
Repentance and confession brought joy to 
hear t s and victories were enjoyed by the 
people of God. 
The las t n igh t was a scene which shall 
not soon be forgot ten , when seven souls 
knel t for p rayer . One m a n said, " I have 
been a wanderer for nine years . I have a 
long, hard , rough road back to God. By 
God's help, I shall confess and make res t i tu -
tions until I am clear before man and God". 
A few test imonies since the revival . " I shall 
continue to praise God in the hardes t place" . 
"We have our family a l t a r repai red and 
meet daily for guidance and grace" . " I 
have some hard problems and need definite 
guidance". "I know He will prove faithful 
as I keep walking in the l ight" . " I t hank 
God for definite answer to p raye r" . 
We enjoyed the min is t ry and fellowship 
of Brother Engle and p ray God's blessing 
upon his min is t ry and the faithful children 
of God a t Carland. 
Shift work has affected our a t tendance a t 
the p r aye r meet ing , bu t He meets wi th the 
few. Pra i se His Name . The Lord has sup-
plied the mission needs th rough His faithful 
children. We wish all a fruitful year in the 
service of the Lord. P r a y for the "fai thful 
in Chris t J e s u s " here in Welland and the 
many who have s t rayed from the fold. 
r inancial Report for Oct., Nov., S e c , 1941 
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1941 $ 22.00 
Hall offerings 182.15 
Blake Weaver 10.00 
Sr. Hux 3.00 
Sr. Cora Sider 1.00 
George Proctor 20.00 
Bro. Harvey ., 3.00 
Emily Thompson 4.00 
Susan Sider 1.00 
W. L. and Sadie Reighard 5.00 
Total receipts $251.15 
Expenditures 
Table $ 52.00 
Gas 6.72 
Phone 8.20 
Water _ 3.05 
Taxes ,- 20.31 
Sewing- machine repairs, stationery 4.30 
Canning 13.8S 
Milk 10.56 
Gas, oil, alcohol, repairs (cars) 29.62 
Sugar, potatoes, flour 5.10 
Relief '.'. 8.00 
Miscellaneous 27.03 




Hot water tank 12.90 
Total expenses $248.13 
Balance, January 1, 1942 $ 3.02 
Donations—John Mater, John Mater, Jr., 
Gertrude Tucker, Mrs. Lent, Mr. Falkenhagan, 
Christie Sider, Jr., Christ Sider, Sr., Bro. 
Burch, Jesse Sider, John Chambers, M. A. 
Winger, Roy Flewelling, Robert Gilmore, Nel-
lie Flewelling, Mattie Pye, C. A. Myers, Lester 
Brenneman, Dave Hershey, Mac. Learn, Clif-
ford Horton, Earl Vanatter, Wm. Philp. 
May the Lord richly bless all who have 
contributed with a material gift and abundant-
ly reward one and all is the prayer of the mis-
sion group. 
In Chris t ian fellowship, 




PASADENA NEWS NOTES—Christmas 
Program—Due to black-out conditions our 
Christmas program was held on Sunday 
morning Dec. 21st. The Sunday School at-
tendance that morning was 118. There were 
a number of persons present who had never 
been in the church before. Many were the 
expressions of joy from those who appreci-
ated the program in remembrance of the 
birth of the Saviour. 
Sunday School attendance—Our Sunday 
School has been making progress during the 
year. The Average attendance in July was 
77, in November it was 96. During the 
interval we had a very interesting contest 
called a "trip to the Holy Land." Bro. 
Kauffman did fine work as cruise manager, 
and new members were added to our School. 
Young People's Conference—Those young 
people from Pasadena who had the high 
privilege of attending the Young People's 
Conference unite in saying it was a most 
enjoyable time. It seemed we could see 
good results as soon as the group returned. 
Our Older Members—Mrs. Nancy Stauf-
fer is still with us although she has been 
bedfast for two years or more. Bro. & Sis-
ter Eeisenhauer are faithful in church at-
tendance when weather conditions and 
health will permit. Rev. J. H. Byer, now in 
his 80th year, was with us for some six 
weeks. 
The Pastor—The pastor, Rev. Buckwalter, 
and Mrs. Buckwalter, took a brief leave of 
absence and attended the all-day Sunday 
School Convention at Waukena, where they 
were both speakers. It was a high day in 
the history of Sunday School conventions in 
California. 
Revival Campaign—It was a delight to 
have Rev. Wm. Hoke with us for a ten day 
revival campaign. On Sunday morning Oct. 
26th, he spoke to the Sunday School in one 
of our annual decision days. It was a great 
joy to see twelve boys and girls of various 
ages, come forward with much feeling and 
conviction, to take a public stand for Jesus 
Christ. 
Twentieth Anniversary—The year 1942 
is the twentieth year of the founding of the 
church in Pasadena. The actual date was in 
Sept., but we plan to make the entire year 
a real Salvation Jubilee. We heartily in-
vite any of our people coming west to be 
sure not to miss a call at the Pasadena 
Church. Incidentally it has been stated by 
high authorities that this area is as safe a 
place as there is in the country. 
Boys Chorus—We have a Boys Chorus 
that sings for the Pasadena group. It is a 
pleasure to see this fine group of ten boys 
with their leader Joe B. Smith come to the 
platform and sing. Some have expressed 
wonder that so many boys are interested in 
singing in a group, like these 12 to 14 year 
old boys are doing. May God use them in 
the future. 
Missionary Day—It has been a great joy 
to have Bish. and Mrs. Brubaker with us 
together with Martha Kauffman. On Dec. 
7th, our regular Missionary day, they were 
with us, and we called it Africa day. The 
talks were good, the spirit was good, and 
the attendance was good. 
Second Annual Bible Conference—On Oc-
tober 26th, was held the 2nd annual Bible 
E V A N G E L I C A L V I S I T O R 
Conference at Pasadena. There were three 
sessions with eats at the church. It was a 
time of real refreshing and spiritual help. 
With the exception of Bish, Brubaker the 
speakers were from California. 
January 19, 1942 
Kansas 
BELLE SPRINGS, KANS.—Nov. 17th 
marked the date for the beginning of an-
other annual revival effort. Bro. J. Lester 
Myers came to labor with us after a three 
weeks meeting at the Abilene church. 
Bro. Myers' messages from night to night 
were timely and heart searching. A few 
knelt at the alter of prayer expressing their 
need of a more victorious life. 
At times weather conditions were not so 
favorable yet we appreciate the interest 
manifest during these efforts. 
Even though the visible results are not 
as we desired to see them, God honors His 
word and we know He will take care of the 
seed sown. 
Cor. A. G. E. 
Iowa 
Des Moines—We greet you with the 
words from Ecc. 11:6 "In the morning sow 
thy seed, and in the evening withhold not 
thine hand: for thou knowest not whether 
shall prosper, either this or that, or whether 
they both shall be alike good." 
What precious words of wisdom, what 
courage this command inspires. The Bible 
outlook is constantly one of brightness and 
hopefulness. 
Thus we are endeavoring to sow the life-
giving seed which shall not return void. On 
many occasions if we observe the wind our 
sowing would be limited. We thank God for 
the scriptural example of hopefulness. "The 
liberal soul shall be watered also." 
During early Pall, at the close of the Cool 
Creek, Iowa tent-meeting, (which was for-
merly reported), the workers Brother and 
sister Glen Gutshall and Bro. and Sr. Rog-
ers of Pa. gave us a week's meeting at Oak 
Park Mission. The Lord gave us some times 
of precious, rich fellowship together. Sev-
eral came to the altar for soul help. We felt 
the spirit of reviving in our ranks. 
During this time also the Lord gave us a 
blessed Love-Feast service. A car load of 
the saints came to us from Kansas. God's 
presence was realized strongly during the 
washing of the saints' feet. As God's bless-
ings were poured out we were reminded of 
this verse "If ye know these things happy 
are ye if ye do them." It is a blessed thing 
to know God's commands but the happiness 
is imparted unto those who do. Thank the 
Lord for clear shining Gospel light. Four 
souls also obeyed the Lord in the ordinance 
of baptism, three of these uniting in church 
membership with us. 
Let us ever keep looking to the Lord, our 
spiritual gaze upward for "The God of 
battles lives and answers prayer". Our 
courage is strong and "with Jesus we shall 
win a mighty victory over sin." 
Yours in His Service 
Cor. Anna I. Jeffries 
Ohio 
Report of the Dayton Mission—The time 
has arrived to give the last report of the old 
year of 1941. We can hardly realize that 
another year has passed and gone never to 
return and when we think of all that has 
taken place in this world in the year past, 
especially the closing month, we must won-
der what may be awaiting us in the year 
we have just entered, the dear Lord who 
knows and sees the future alone knoweth. 
Whatever the event or whatever may be-
fall us, let us remember that the Lord has 
promised those who are His, that He will 
never leave nor forsake them and will be 
with them to the end. Also Jesus said 
when here upon the earth, (after He had 
related the signs ,of the end) "When these 
things begin to come to pass then look up 
and lift up your heads for your redemption 
draweth nigh". 
Among the many signs that Jesus gave 
that would precede His coming or the end 
of the age was Luke 21:10, "That nation 
would rise up against nation and kingdom 
against kingdom". It would seem that the 
nearest that saying was ever fulfilled would 
be taking place now, as there are so many 
nations involved in war at this time, we can 
hardly realize that our own nation is includ-
ed. May the Lord help us to look up with 
that assurance that He will help us when 
all else fails. 
We were greatly favoured to have with 
us our dear brother, Eld. Abner Martin of 
Elizabethtown, Pa. who so faithfully served 
as our evangelist in a revival meeting which 
began Nov. 16th, and continued to the 30th. 
Our brother surely did not fail to declare 
the whole council of God, the result was 
that a number were made to realize their 
need and came to the altar of prayer to be 
restored in fellowship with the Lord and 
others to be sanctified. We were very glad 
that one dear sister for sometime was con-
victed to come out from among the world 
and be separate and take the plain way, 
she has made application to become one of 
us in church membership, also another pre-
cious sister was led to return and again be-
come one of us in church fellowship. We 
are praying that others will follow. 
We enjoyed and appreciated so much to 
have Bro. Martin, treas. of the Home Mis-
sion Board with us and he is truly interest-
ed and has the mission work at heart, the 
spirit of love manifested in his messages 
meant so much to our little mission band. 
May the Lord continue to inspire him in 
declaring the Holy Word of God in these 
last and serious days. 
On Saturday evening Dec. 27th. we had 
with us our beloved brother, Eld. Jesse 
Hoover of Philadelphia, Pa. who has served 
7 months among the war refugees in 
France. It came so forcefully to me (while 
our brother was speaking), this is not our 
home. 
Since the fall of man and the terrible re-
sults and consequences that followed, how 
clear it is to be seen that the enemy is 
doing his best to destroy the human family 
that Jesus came to save. 
One could hardly realize that such con-
ditions could exist among human beings, 
so what will it be for those who are for-
ever banished from God and cast into the 
lake of fire. May the Lord help us to do 
our best that precious souls may be rescu-
ed before the great day of the Lord shall 
come. 
We are much pleased to report that all 
our needs have been supplied by the faith-
ful giving of our loved ones and those who 
are interested in the work of the Lord and 
the salvation of souls. May the heavenly 
Father bless and reward each of you as you 
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Financial Report for Oct., Nov., and Dec, 1941 
Balance on hand _...$283.78 
Receipts—Harriet Line, Dayton, O., $11.50; 
A Bro., Dayton, O., $22.40; In His Name, Day-
ton, O., $39.00; William Conner, Dayton, O., 
$.25; A Sister, Dayton, O., $20.00; Harry D. 
Wiles, Chambersburg, Pa., $1.00; In His Name, 
Dayton, O., $25.00; John Payne, Springfield, O., 
$2.00; James Shade, Dayton, O., $.60; Elizabeth 
Hoke, West Milton, O., $3.00; Glendon Snider, 
New Carlisle, O., $2.00; Fannie J. Sanders, Har-
risburg, Pa., $5.00; Melvin Cody, Dayton, O.. 
$1.00; Mary Durbin, Dayton, O., $.50; Mae Sol-
verson, Ashland, O., $1.00; William Chittim, 
Dayton, O., $1.00; Mission Offering, $50.72. 
Total, $469.75. 
Expenditures—Table account, $71.48; Supply 
of sugar and salt, $6.77; Phone bill, $7.80; Sup-
ply of laundry soap, $7.43; a carpet sweeper, 
$2.50; Light, Power and Gas, $12.84; Water 
bill, $4.04; Incidentals, $13.08. Total, $125.94. 
Balance on hand, Jan. 1, 1942, $343.81. 
Poor Fund Balance $28.93 
Receipts — Sales Tax redemption receipts 
$18.00; In His Name; $10.85; Loose School, 
Edith Petit, Principal, Dayton, O., $3.50. To-
tal, $57.78. Total paid out for needy $42.26. 
Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1942, $15.52. 
Donations were made by Mary Riber, Leigh-
ton Manns, Ohmer Herrs, Isaac Engles, David 
Hersheys, Mazzy Hoke, Howard Hoke, Iva and 
Ralph Herr, Albert Hoke, Bro. and Sr. Lorenzo 
Hane, Anna Freshour, Alva Kimbrough, Char-
les Whistler, Mont Free, Hugo Paugstat, Mar-
jorie Rohrer, Effa Mann, Clyde Hershey, Sr. 
Jesse Gibbony, Blanch Grisso, Chas. Deck, Ed-
ward Engles, Raymond Paulus, Nancy Cox, 
Amor Herrs, Mary Taylor, Mr. Brisendine, Mr. 
and Mrs. Howard Wright, Elizabeth Hoke, Sr. 
Ephriam Brenaman, Virginia Holthouse, Sam-
uel Cassels, Florence Tobias, Loose School, two 
large baskets of groceries for the needy. 
We remain yours for the lost, 
W. H. and Susie Boyer, 
601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio 
As we come to the close of the year 1941 
we praise the Lord for the victories won. 
Indeed we know no defeat with Jesus Chris t 
as our leader, and i t is to Him tha t all the 
glory belongs. 
— F e r n Ulery, Cor. 
A U T U M N A T B E U L A H C H A P E L , 
Springfield,—These Fal l months have been 
both busy and happ y ones a t Beulah Chapel. 
Bro. Dale Hoke is our new leader in the 
Young People 's Society. With the help of 
the minis te r ing Bre th ren the young people 
have _ been holding a service a t the T. B. 
Hospital about twice a month . One evening 
Bro. Ulery gave a message wi th his fluores-
cent s tones, and special in te res t was shown 
in them. 
E a r l y in t he Fal l we had the happy privi-
lege of hav ing Bro. and Sr. Hall wi th us . 
They addressed a la rge and interes ted audi-
ence. 
Our annual Love F e a s t was held the first 
Sa tu rday and Sunday in November. This is 
a lways a t ime of feas t ing on the word of 
God, and a closer d rawing toge the r of the 
Saints . Bishop Henry Schneider from 
Michigan was our vis i t ing minis ter , and his 
messages were g rea t l y appreciated. His love ' 
for souls sounds for th in every tone of his 
voice, and shines from his face, mak ing his 
life a bless ing to all who contact him. 
The Revival meet ings , which began Nov-
ember 30 and lasted th ree weeks, were an-
other season of wonderful blessing and re-
freshing. Bishop Charlie Byers of Cham-
bersburg was the evangel is t . His deep re-
velat ions from the Word of God, and his 
manner of p resen t ing them to the people 
b rough t inspirat ion to every believer. We 
jus t had to thank God for the pr ivi lege of 
s i t t ing under such preaching n igh t af te r 
n ight for th ree weeks. God was also most 
gracious to us in le t t ing His power and 
glory fall on some of the sa ints , mak in g it 
a mee t ing long to be remembered . We are 
cer ta in t h a t the presence of God was felt by 
every one in the church building. Several 
knel t a t the a l t a r of p r aye r and received 
definite experiences. And now we a re glad 
to .report new tes t imonies of definite victory 
in the mid-week p r a y e r meet ing. 
Eld. Jesse W. Hoover was wi th u s on the 
evening of December 26, and gave an ad-
dress enti t led " W a r Tolls ." This was a mes-
sage of sadness as he told us of the intense 
suffering t h a t w a r b r ings . 
Oklahoma 
B E T H A N Y C H U R C H — O ur revival meet-
ing began Nov. 23 wi th Rev. Edward Gil-
more of Lowbanks , Ontar io , Canada as the 
evangel is t . He preached the t r u t h from 
night to n ight under the anoint ing of the 
Holy Spiri t and souls were convicted. At 
leas t twenty-five knel t a t the a l t a r of p ray-
er to be saved, reclaimed or sanctified. Some 
were under deep conviction but refused to 
yield to the wooings of the Spiri t . Bro. Gil-
more spoke near ly every day in the chapel 
services a t Jabbok Bible School and the 
convicting power of the Holy Spiri t was 
manifes t in a definite way . Some of the stu-
dents prayed th rough to definite victory in 
these chapel services. 
A Bible Conference was held a t the church 
on Nov. 27 and 28. The a t tendance was 
good. Bro. Gilmore spoke twice each day 
and Bro. E r d m a n n , the Naza rene pas tor 
from Custer City gave a vital message to 
young people on F r i d a y afternoon. A num-
ber of comments were made as to the spir-
i tual food received dur ing these two days 
of service. Our p r aye r is t h a t the seed 
sown will b r ing for th frui t in a life of 
g r e a t e r service for our Master . 
The las t Sunday morning of the revival 
four young people were received into church 
fellowship and a week l a t e r ano ther one 
w a s received. 
The congregat ion a t this place appreciated 
Bro. Gilmore's labors a m o n g us and we 
p r a y t h a t God m a y continue to bless him 
and make him a blessing as he labors in 
o ther fields. 
On Sa tu rda y af ternoon Dec. 20 a p repa ra -
tion mee t ing for the evening communion 
service was held. Bro. John Rosenberry , 
who was holding a meet ing a t the Red S ta r 
church gave t he message from Ephes ians . 
A tes t imony mee t ing followed and a t the 
close of this a bap t i smal service was held 
when th i r teen followed the Lord in bapt ism. 
A number of these were from the Red S ta r 
church. 
Sa tu rday evening we again assembled to 
commemora te t he suffering and dea th of 
our Saviour and to wash the Sa in ts ' feet. 
We apprecia ted th is service and a lways 
realize a blessing from it. P r a y for the 
work a t th is place t h a t we m a y be t r u e 
and faithful unt i l J e sus comes. 
Mrs . P . R. L. Cor. 
Pennsylvania 
N E W G U I L F O R D REVIVAL.—A season 
of blessing, and re f resh ing was enjoyed in 
our recent revival , which opened Nov. 30th 
and continued two weeks. 
Eld. C. H. Moyer was t he evengelist and 
b rough t soul-s t i r r ing messages . We heard 
th ings , both new and old, and the need of 
l iving close to God in these l a t t e r days . 
There was a good in teres t in t he service, 
and God's presence was felt . There were 
those who sought t he Lord for a deeper 
work of Grace, and a precious l i t t le girl was 
saved. 
May God bless the seed sown, and the 
messenger to His name 's honer and glory. 
MT. P L E A S A N T , Pa . Revival M e e t i n g s -
Beginning on Nov. 16 and continuing for 
. t h ree weeks the revival mee t ing a t Mt. 
P leasan t church was held wi th Bro. Ea r l 
Sider from Ontar io, Canada as evangelis t . 
Bro. Sider came filled wi th the Holy Ghost 
and as the messages were b rough t for th 
n ight af ter n igh t the power of God was very 
evident. Three souls sought the Lord for 
the first t ime. Others knel t a t an a l t a r of 
p r aye r for a deepening of spir i tual life. 
Many others were touched bu t did not 
yield to God. Our p r aye r is t h a t the seed 
sown will not r e tu rn void bu t will accomp-
lish t h a t for which it was sent. 
Bro. Sider 's messages were much appreci-
ated and we wish t he blessing of t he Lord 
upon him as he continues to labor in the 
in teres t of lost souls. 
Musser M. Mar t in , Correspondent 
M I F F L I N T O W N PA.—Dear Readers of 
the Visitor, we wish to give you a brief re-
por t of the work a t th i s place. 
According to previous a r r angemen t s , Bish. 
Henry Miller came into our midst on the 
7th of Dec. us ing as the first t ex t , ' A n d I, 
if I be lifted up from the ea r th will d raw 
all men unto me" . How very fitting this was 
t h a t the Christ was to be lifted up and ex-
al ted t h rough out these meet ings , and t ru ly 
the Gospel messages have gone for th again 
from this place in such a plain and yet 
forceful and loving w a y t h a t we as a l i t t le 
band here a r e encouraged in the Lord 's 
work. And the unsaved have been given an-
other invi tat ion to accept Christ . But al-
though souls have not accepted the gracious 
invitat ion a t this t ime, yet we a re assured 
tha t God's word will not r e tu rn void and 
t ru s t t h a t seed has fallen on some good 
ground and will yet bea r frui t in days to 
come. Meet ings closed Dec. 21. We p ray 
God's choicest blessings upon Bro. Miller as 
he labors in his own field. 
Jun ie A. Lauver 
M E S S I A H L I G H T H O U S E C H A P E L , 
1175 Bailey Street , Ha r r i sbu rg , Pa .—"In the 
morning sow thy seed, and in t he evening 
withhold not thine hand : for thou knowest 
not whe the r shall p rosper e i ther th i s or 
tha t , or whe the r they both shall be alike 
good" (Solomon) 
The fall qua r t e r a t 1175 Bailey S t ree t wit-
nessed the beginning of the Week Day Bible 
School on Thursday af ternoons, wi th classes 
for children. Enro l lment in th is act ivi ty 
amounts to 105. When near ly a full a t -
tendance obtains , our l i t t le chapel is filled 
well n igh to capacity. A fine corps of teach-
ers ins t ruc t the children in 7 var ious class-
es. We are pleased wi th the in teres t mani -
fested, on p a r t of both teachers and pupils , 
in this midweek Bible s tudy. 
The closing of th is q u a r t e r saw our Sun-
day School enrol lment reach the peak of 
71. This is about 100% increase in enroll-
ment from the beginning of the morning 
sessions of the Sunday School, which is a 
period of about 15 months . We honor the 
Lord for th is visible frui t of increase in our 
Sunday School work. Our group is small , 
bu t we believe the re is life here , for the 
group is growing. 
The Sunday School and the Week Day 
Bible School and the Sunday Evening Chil-
dren 's Meeting, called the Live-Wires , fur-
nish rich opportuni t ies for the continuous 
sowing of Bible seed in t he fert i le soil of 
youthful hea r t s and minds . 
E x t r a activit ies toward the end of the 
qua r t e r included various Chr is tmas events . 
There was the children's dinner, served in 
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the basement of the Messiah Home, to 
worthy attendants of the Sundays Evening 
Children's Group. A typical holiday meal, 
with plenty of good food, was served. Many 
were the expressions of gratitud^ on the 
part of the children. % 
We appreciated being able"? to use the 
spacious basement rooms of the Messiah 
Home for this occasion. The dinner was 
largely made possible by the very generous 
support of Bro. and Sr. Howard Wolgemuth, 
wno have been associated with the Live 
Wires Group from its 'beginning. Some 
others too shared in varying amounts. We 
thank one and all for their assistance. 
The Cross Roads Congregation of Lan-
caster County generously contributed pro-
visions making possible a Christmas basket 
distribution. Harvey Miller of Grantham 
donated potato chips, Elizabeth Heisey gave 
popcorn, and Ada Cutman gave cookies. 
When the baskets were placed in home and 
prayer offered, they had, we trust, the spir-
itual touch of the Master's Hand. We are 
led to believe the ministry was worthwhile. 
We are sure it brought immediate cheer to 
the respective homes and we hope it may be-
speak an easier approach where needed, for 
the message of the Redeeming Christ and 
His full salvation. We thank you, each and 
all. 
A three-hour Watch Night Service was held 
the last night of the old year. Inspirational 
messages were given by Eld. Jesse Lady, Bro. 
Oscar Raser, and Bro. Paul Bigham. For some 
this was their first attendance a t such a 
service. All seemed to enjoy it. 
Literally, we were upon our knees as the Old 
Tear passed into the New. We were blessed, 
in being at the place of prayer, meditating up-
on the stewardship of time. We shall need the 
Lord in unique ways in the days to come, be-
yond doubt. Who, in this nation, would pro-
fess to be living sincerely who is not also liv-
ing in true sobriety, as regards the coming 
days? May God give us all genuine wisdom, 
and rich grace. 
Thank you, one and all for your interest, 
support and prayers. Through the Lord and 
with your help we intend to persevere, here at 
Messiah Lighthouse Chapel. 
Financial Report for Oct., Nov., and S e c , '41 
Receipts 
Balance on hand, October 1, 1941 $ 34.12 
Chapel Offerings 148.21 
Friend of Missions 2.00 
Leah Dohner 1.00 
Paul Bigham 7.00 
Oscar Raser 25.00 
Evangelistic Offerings 34.61 
Friend of Missions '10.00 
Friend of Missions (Palmyra) 5.00 
M. B. C. Missionary Circle 7.60 
Joel and Faithe Carlson 3.00 
C. O. Musser (Kansas) 5.00 
Fannie Longenecker 10.00 




Balance on hand Dec. 30, 1941 $..46.50 
Other contributions, provisions, etc.: A. M. 
Brandt, Campbelltown, 5 bu. potatoes; H. P. 
Risser, Quentin, Pa., Ammon Funck, Bro. 
Light, Walter1 Heiseys, Simon Bohen, Roy Gin-
gerich, Roy Cutmans, Abner Martins, Herman 
Stoner, Howard Wolgemuth, Jacob and Betty 
Oberholtzer, Palmyra Congregation, various 
groceries; Mr. and Mrs. Neiss. Guy Van Dykes, 
Thural Brehm, Sam Brehm, Irvin Wolgemuth, 
Irvin Myers, Phares Wolgemuth, Daughters 
of the King S. S. Class, Earl Cutmans, Sun-
shine Band, Mt. Joy. 
Disbursements 




Pastor 's Offering 25.90 
Charity 2.24 
Revival Meetings, Evangelist and Adver-




Furniture and Equipment 14.32 
Miscellaneous 5.06 
Total $256.04 
Yours in His Glad Service, 
Joel E. Carlson and Workers. 
REPORT OF PEQUEA REVIVALS—On 
Sunday evening November 9, 1941 opened 
a two week's series of revival meetings at 
the Pequea Brethren in Christ Church, New-
Danville, Pennsylvania. Bro. Alvin Burk-
holder of Upland, California was our 
evangelist. 
The power of God was manifest night 
after night. Bro. Burkholder brought forth 
heart searching messages and the power of 
the spirit was manifest in convicting power. 
There were a number who raised their hands 
for prayer and those who knelt at an altar 
of prayer to be saved and definitely conse-
crate their life to the Lord. 
Bro. Burkholder visited in quite a number 
of homes and we feel that the visitation 
work reached many homes of those who 
didn't come out to the services. The church 
appreciated Bro. Burkholder's messages and 
pray that the seed sown will spring up and 
bring forth fruit unto eternal life.—Lois 
Hess, Correspondent. 
Home Mission Treasurer Report 
Balance on hand Oct. 1, 1941 $ 446.00 
Orlando S. S 6.17 
Manor Pequea Dist 68.35 
Manor S. S 48.86 
New Guilford S. S 93.75 
Martinsburg S. S 29.48 
Mooretown S. S., Mich 25.00 
Mt. Rock S. S 18.75 
Samuel Sweitzer, pledge 12.00 
Rose Bank S. S., Kans 10.70 
Messiah Home S. S 43.92 
Messiah Home, Cong 23.74 
Waynesboro S. S .. 25.00 
A Sister, Elizabethtown 5.00 
Bro. and Sr. Thompson 5.00 
Menno Brubaker 5.00 
A Bro. and Sr., Rapho Dist 5.00 
Five Forks S. S 21.00 
Palmyra S. S 40.47 
Des Moines S. S 13.80 
Belle Spring S. S 16.66 
Bro. and Sr. Wm. Rosenberry, pledge.. 20.00 
New Guilford Dist 34.00 
Mission Workers' Refund 5.00 
Arcadia Church, rent 8.00 
Upland S. S 55.39 
Bro. and Sr. Aaron Myers 10.00 
Mifflin and Juinata Dist 21.50 
Antrim S. S 38.18 
Fairland S. S 25.67 
Abilene Church _ 22.00 
Arcadia Church, rent 8.00 
Hummelstown Harvest Meeting 17.50 
Simon and Esther Bohen , 10.00 
Air Hill S. S 18.70 
North Franklin Dist 10.00 
Maytown S. S 54.87 
Mission Offering box, Dayton, Ohio 50.00 
Grantham Cong 75.00 
Bro. and Sr. I ra J. Zeiders 25.00 
Pequea S. S 43.93 
Lancaster S. S : 37.41 
Refton S. S 12.15 
Manor S. S 85.88 
Fairland S. S 29.90 
Christian Union S. S., Ind 25.00 
Dallas Center S. S 11.13 
Stowe Mission S. S 6.50 
Bro. and Sr. Aubrey Haynes 15.00 
Emma Wenger, pledge 10.00 
Harold Paulus 10.00 
Belle Spring S. S 14.62 
Messiah Home S. S 40.29 
A lover of Missions 5.00 
Union Grove S. S., Ind 40.00 
Arcadia Church, rent S.00 
Conoy S. S 30.81 
Conoy S. S., special 15.00 
D. H. Kreider 5.00 
Franklin Corners S. S 5.00 
Bro. and Sr. Harry Wiles 15.00 
Fox Hollow S. S 6.00 
Beulah Chapel. Ohio 100.00 
A Sister, Elizabethtown 5.00 
Montgomery S. S 15.00 
Messiah Home Cong 33.23 
Valley Chapel S. S., 0 35.00 
Bethel S. S., Mich 143.83 
Bethel S. S., Personal 25.00 
Dallas Center S. S 12.70 
Grantham Cong 50.00 
Hummelstown S. S 30.00 
Elizabethtown S. S 233.04 
Expenditures 
Payment on Stowe parsonage $ 17.40 
Emma Hoke, traveling 16.00 
Ruth Friesen. traveling 10.00 
Special North Star Mission 10.00 
Back allowance, one pastor 60.00 
Allowance for Chino work 90.00 
Amos Buckwalter, transportation 135.00 
Payment, Stowe Parsonage 17.40 
Alvin Burkholder, traveling 8.00 
Wilber Snider, traveling 8.72 
Carl Stump, traveling 12.00 
Payment, Stowe Parsonage 17.40 
Workers' Allowance 1,342.50 
J. A. Climenhaga, Special for repair.... 15.00 
Total expenditures $1,759.42 
Bal. and total receipts 2,626.88 
Balance January 1, 1942 $ 867.46 
Humbly submitted, 
ABNER MARTIN, Treas. 
— M A R R I A G ES — 
MYEES-BIGHAffl—On Christmas afternoon 
in the Iron Springs Church, filled with rela-
tives and friends, there occurred the marriage 
of Hilda Caroline Bigham, daughter of Bro. 
and Sr. Elmer Bigham of Iron Springs, to 
Daniel Omar Myers, son of Eld. and Sr. J. 
Lester Myers of Greencastle, Pa., the father 
of the bridegroom officiating. May the bless-
ing and guidance of the Lord rest Upon these 
young people. 
SCHOOK.KEEPER—On Sunday afternoon, 
Dec. 7, 1941, in the Brethren in Christ Church 
on West Main Street, Palmyra, Pa., Sr. Ruth 
E. Keefer, the only daughter of Bro. and 
Sr. Jere Keefer of "West Cherry St., Palmyra, 
was united in the bonds of holy matrimony 
with Bro. John W. Schoek, son of Bro. and Sr. 
Jacob Shock, of Washington Boro, Pa. The 
ceremony was performed by Eld. Henry K. 
Kreider in the presence of a large concourse 
of friends and relatives. 
— O B I T U A R I ES — 
EOSEB—Sr. Sarah S. Koser was born Janu-
ary 12, 1848, and departed this life December 
14, 1941, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. 
Daniel Harley, 142 E. Willow St., Elizabeth-
town. She was aged 93 years, 11 months and 
2 days. 
Sr. Koser was a faithful member of the 
Brethren in Christ Church since her youth. In 
April, 1869, she was married to Bro. Samuel H. 
Koser; two sons and two daughters were 
born to this union. Bro. Koser preceded her in 
death exactly sixty-two years. She is sur-
vived by one daughter, Mrs. Daniel Harley. 
Funeral services were conducted on Wednes-
day, December 17 at the Harley home, with 
further services in the Elizabethtown Brethren 
in Christ Church, conducted by Bish. I. W. 
Musser and Eld. Abner Martin. Interment in 
the Mastersonville Cemetery. 
LOHGACEE—Sr. Annie F. Longacre, widow 
of the late Eld. Wm. Longacre, died Nov. 15, 
1941, after a long illness, at the home of her 
foster daughter, Mrs. Carl Oberlin. She was 
aged 67 years, 2 months, and 14 days. She 
'was of a cheerful disposition which won for 
her a host of friends. She was a faithful 
member of the Brethren in Christ Church for 
almost 50 years. As long as she was able she 
was a t her place in services. She will be 
missed in the home, in the church and in the 
community. 
Two brothers and one sister survive, namely 
Harrison and Chester Adams of Mattawana 
and Sr. Emma Freed of Thompsontown; also 
two foster children, Mrs. Carl Oberlin and Al-
fred Crummy, five grandchildren, Anna Mary 
Oberlin, Pearl Oberlin, Alfred Oberlin. Emma 
Oberlin and Ray Oberlin. 
Funeral services were held Nov. 18 a t the 
Cedar Grove Church. Eld. Clayton Engle 
had charge of the service, assisted by Eld. 
Paul Goodling and Eld. Harvey Lauver. Inter-
ment was made in the Locust Run Cemetery. 
WARRICK—Daisy Adeline, daughter of Lee 
and Elsie Warrick, was born April 2, 1932, 
died Dec. 25th. 1941. aged 9 years, 7 months, 
and 23 days. She lived all her life in Spring-
field, and had such a winning disposition that 
she made friends of all who knew her. Her 
greatest joy was to attend Sunday school and 
the children's meetings in which she was al-
ways there to take a part. Her smile will be 
long remembered. She was very patient in 
her long illness and seemed to have a pre-
monition of her going to be with Jesus. 
Beside her parents, she leaves one sister, 
Ruth, three brothers. Roosevelt, Roy and Dan-
iel, and a grandmother, Mrs. Anna Warrick, 
of Covington. Va.. with many other relatives 
and friends to mourn her early departure. 
Funeral services were held a t Beulah Chapel 
December 27, conducted bv Bish. O. B. Ulery. 
Interment in Glen Haven Cemetery. 
* 
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PRESENT OUTLOOK FOR MISSION WORK 
C. N. Hostetter, Sr. 
It may be rather discouraging, but no matter how dark the outlook, the Great 
Commission of the Master still exists. Opportunities are boundless, doors are still 
open. The Church is God's medium of work, His instrument on earth for the accom-
plishing of certain purposes. Through her, as His message bearer, she conveys, 
broadcasts, makes known, advertises the glorious gospel of salvation, in her fellow-
ship with Christ and His work. 
Salvation is by grace through faith and faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by 
the Word of God. Salvation is for all , and all should know, but many have not yet 
heard. 
Jesus said, " I am the Way ." He can become the W a y only as He is made known. 
He will be loved, trusted, obeyed, and exemplified in individual life and the larger 
sphere of human relationship, only to the degree that he is known. 
" I am come that they might have life, and have it abundantly." 
He did not come into the world to persuade God to excuse men who are moral 
failures, He did not come to lead men in their sinful passions and social corruption 
into fellowship with God; but he came, "to seek and to save that which was lost." 
When His work is done in the hearts of men, He will present them to His Father with-
out spot or wrinkle or any such thing. 
The man who dwelt among the tombs, became a missionary after making contact 
with Jesus, for we read, he departed, and began to publish in Decapolis, how great 
things Jesus had done for him. 
The present outlook is no darker than when Paul, then Saul, made havoc of the 
church, putting men and women to prison; no darker then when the disciples took 
Saul and by night, let him down by the wall in a basket; no darker then when Paul 
and Silas were in the stocks in prison; no darker then when Peter slept in chains 
between two soldiers. 
Present outlook, GREAT OPPORTUNITIES — Let us embrace them. 
Nations are making great sacrifices. May the Church make even greater ones, 
so that He may be made known. 
The Church's Offensive in Africa 
and India 
H. H. Brubaker 
WITH our nation at war in common with a very large part of the world, one 
hears much of preparations for offense and 
defense, of offensive and defensive battles. 
Mounting billions of dollars are being 
spent for armament. Millions of men are 
being called and selected for the place 
they are best able to fill in this world-em-
bracing struggle. We are called upon as 
citizens of our country to turn our thoughts 
to the need of this hour and to do our part 
in bringing to a successful issue this war 
which came upon us with the attack of 
Pearl Harbor. 
At the General Conference of 1894, held 
in Bethel Church, Kansas, on Friday, the 
last day of the Conference, Elder J. A. 
Stouffer, by placing a five dollar bill upon 
the table began a war upon the forces of 
heathenism in foreign lands. He proposed 
to finance an expeditionary force to com-
bat on strange shores. This declaration by 
one of the Church's ministers involved at 
that time the entire Brethren in Christ 
Church and has since drawn into the con-
flict as allies the United Zion Children and 
the United Christian Church. Good reason 
have the forces of Satan in Africa and In-
dia for indignation at such an unexpected 
attack. For have they not again and again 
smarted under the blows given by the 
Christian soldiers who came to the sup-
port of the vanguard of this group. 
This war was an offensive one from the 
beginning. When the attack was first 
launched it offended perhaps as many sons 
of God in America as it did sons of Beelze-
bub in foreign lands. Soon, however, the 
battle was to be joined in the strongholds 
of the enemy overseas. Accordingly, the 
new board set up, the Foreign Mission 
Board as it was designated, issued, through 
the columns of the Evangelical Visitor, 
January 15, 1897, an appeal for volunteers. 
Hesitant and would be disobedient ones 
were warned in the following words, "And 
if the Lord tells you to go, don't do as 
Jonah—try to get away from the Lord— 
for as Jonah did not fare well, neither will 
you." A pointed reminder that the God of 
Jonah was still on the lookout for disobe-
dient and fearful "Jonahs." And have we 
any reason to doubt that God's eyes are 
able to see "Jonahs" in January, 1942? 
For the encouragement of the prospective 
volunteers that early Board had these 
words, "But if you obey God He will go 
with you into the ship." And we have 
abundant reason to believe that, today, 
forty-five years later, He still goes with 
those who go down to the sea in ships. 
The offensive was opened on the African 
front, July 7, 1898, at Matopo Mission. It 
was led by Bishop Jesse Engle who was ac-
companied by his wife and H. Frances 
Davidson and Alice Heise. (The latter 
later married I. 0 . Lehman). The total 
force to attack a formidable, well en-
trenched enemy. What did they have by 
way of physical equipment you ask? Not 
much. They had to hire transport to take 
them from Bulawayo to Matopo Mission 
which was to be the scene of battle. A 
sympathetic Cecil Rhodes gave them three 
thousand acres upon which to establish 
headquarters. As for money the supply 
was almost exhausted before the party ar-
rived at its destination. As for experience 
in this type of warfare one of the party 
wrote, "Mr. Anderson returned to his sta-
tion and we were left without an inter-
preter, and with no practical knowledge of 
mission work." As for the resources be-
hind them we read, "Knowing too, that the 
Church had very little experience in for-
eign missionary work, one could not fail at 
times to be a little anxious." 
Wherein then lay the power for this of-
fensive? And I would emphasize it was 
offensive not defensive warfare. What 
were the causes behind this action? Was 
it a mere "spur of the moment" urge to do 
something for Christ? An emotion aroused 
by some warm missionary meeting? Let 
us examine the records. Of the leader of 
the party and his wife it has been written, 
"He, as many of my readers know, had 
realized a call to give the Gospel to the 
heathen while he was still a young man, 
but probably from lack of encouragement 
and from other seemingly insurmountable 
obstacles had not obeyed. Now at the ad-
vanced age of fifty-nine years, he still felt 
that his work was not done; and he was 
ready to enter the field if the way opened, 
even though it might appear to be at the 
eleventh hour. And she, who had nobly 
stood by his side for so many years, could 
still say, 'My place is beside my husband. 
Where he goes I too will follow.' " An-
other of the pioneer group says, "He 
showed me Christ lifted up for a lost 
world. He filled me with an unutterable 
love for every soul who had not heard of 
Him, and with a passionate longing to go 
to the worst parts of the earth. Sufficient 
to say that there and then He anointed me 
for service among the heathen. Even when 
the battle was sore and defeat stared me in 
the face the conviction that it was His ap-
.-
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pointment and His work for me kept me 
fast." The Foreign Mission Board lay 
down the challenge in these words, "The 
field is white. The harvest is ready. Who 
will go forth in the name of the Master, 
filled with the Holy Ghost, ready to lay 
down his or her Hfe for the cause of 
Christ's salvation to the heathen. We are 
ready and waiting to receive applications, 
but somebody must be willing to obey God 
or the work will be delayed while souls are 
perishing." These quotations give sufficient 
explanation for so great an undertaking. 
Loud and plain was the call, pure and 
other-worldly was the motive, ready and 
full was the response, and glorious has 
been the harvest. 
A second front was opened in India in 
the last month of 1913. General Confer-
ence of 1913 decided to send workers to 
this field. The action of Conference gave 
official approval for the new undertaking. 
By this time the Church was somewhat in-
ured to the hardships of conducting Spir-
itual warfare in heathen countries since it 
had some fifteen years of experience in 
Africa. It also had some knowledge of 
the India field from those members of its 
group who had gone there earlier under 
other agencies. But to the three chosen to 
open the work the task was no light one, 
yet withal it was approached joyfully and 
confidently in God's strength. We quote 
from the pen of the leader of the group, 
"In the sharp struggle for the Cross and its 
way, our foes will be relentless, and know-
ing this, we plead for Christian sympathy 
from those to whom our faith unites us, 
that we may prevail in the conflict through 
Christ. Life's toil shall be sweet to us, for 
toil it shall be, not for bread for ourselves, 
but for Life of others." 
The first impressions on the actual field 
are recorded in these words, "But a 
glimpse, but oh what revelations! But a 
few days, but oh what a sense of sensate 
death, of insensitive life, of lifeless sen-
suality,—human misery!" Another mem-
ber of the first group on the India front 
writes, " I am so glad we can report victory 
through Jesus. I am glad I can claim the 
promises of God, and I know that Jesus 
will not forsake his own. I know I am His 
this morning." 
This small initial party to India, with its 
teeming millions of Christless souls after 
sometime spent in viewing the field felt 
directed to the Bihar and Orissa area 
wherein lay a particularly needy mass of 
people. Three against millions. What 
odds? From whence shall victory come? 
It came from the Lord God Jehovah. 
The battle lines are now drawn. The of-
fensive has begun. The casualty list, the 
objectives won, as well as the future re-
quirements of the campaign will be pub-
lished in the next issue. 
E V A N G E L I C A L V I S I T O R 
Sikalongo Echoes from a Diary 
Anna M. Eyster 
SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 
September 
1. Many of our family of boys are down 
with the flu. 
2. In answer to a report to the Doctor 
at Choma, the Doctor came to visit us, 
pronouncing the illness "the flu" nothing 
serious. 
3. We felt impressed to give the letter 
written by Sr. Alice Brand, giving the 
account of the Zam Zam to our Native 
teachers to read. In the afternoon one, 
Sampson Mwanga, came to Sr. Eyster's of-
fice much moved. The letter had made a 
profound impression upon him. May this 
be the means of deepening the work of the 
Holy Spirit in his heart and life. 
4. We thank the Lord that Sr. Strick-
land is home again after several months in 
the hospital. Surely God has heard and 
answered prayer. 
In Chapel today Sampson Mwanga 
spoke of the letter about the Zam Zam. He 
said that after he had read the letter he 
knelt down in the class-room and rededi-
cated his heart and life to God. The out-
standing impressions that were made were: 
"The missionaries had one heart, and stood 
together as one man. Through all their 
misfortunes they never complained, but 
praised God for His mercy in saving their 
lives. The miracle was that after all this 
terrible experience they still wanted to 
come to Africa." 
5. Prayer Day. A good spirit was mani-
fested. Just when the service was dismis-
sed two new boys rode in on their bicycles 
—better late than never. 
6. Bro. Mann, Ruth, and the group of 
boys went out this morning to bring in a 
large mahogany log from the veld. This 
will be sawed into planks by boys, and 
this lumber will be used in making doors, 
desks, etc., on our station. 
7. Revival meetings began today with 
Bro. Mann as the evangelist. We have 
been praying for a real outpouring of 
God's spirit in our midst. Will you not 
continue to help us pray. 
This was the Sunday which had been set 
aside by King George for special prayer. 
After the main service the Christians and 
all who desired met for special prayer. 
Peter, our deacon, in his prayer, prayed, 
"Lord, you know that the King has guns 
that will shoot from here to Choma, and 
he also has a vast army; but his trust and 
confidence is not in these, but in Thee, Oh 
God, for he has requested us to pray." 
In the afternoon three Doogan boys, 
coloured, and their African cousin arrived 
for school. 
In the evening Bro. Mann gave a very 
good illustrated sermon "The Light of the 
World." 
7-14. The Lord was with us during the 
week of meetings; good soul-searching 
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messages were given; and a few sought the 
Lord. We know that God's Word is true 
and has spoken to many hearts. Will you 
not keep on praying? 
No foreign post this week. 
15. The heat is becoming more and more 
depressing. The Natives say this is an ex-
ceptionally hot season. 
The hippo flies appeared today. They 
surely can bite. 
16. Bro. Mann went to Choma today, re-
turning with foreign post. How happy we 
are to hear after weeks of silence. 
Coming over to her cottage with her 
post in one hand and a bucket of water in 
the other, Sr. Eyster almost stepped on a 
snake in the path. Part of her post went 
swimming in the bcuket. 
18. Peter brought the message in prayer 
meeting today. 
Measles is in the compound. We sent 
three boys from school to bed. We do 
pray that there will not be any serious 
complications. 
19. Headman Chaabe died last night in 
his village five miles east of here, and they 
came early this morning for a coffin, a very 
unusual occurrence for Sikalongo. In the 
afternoon, Bro. Mann's and Sr. Eyster went 
over to the wailing where we remained 
until after dark. As we expressed our 
sympathy and watched them as they 
danced, threw themselves on the grave, and 
the men brandished their spears at some 
imaginary objects — spirits — you could 
feel the powers of darkness. After dark 
the people were gathered together and we 
had a service, the school boys and girls 
gathering close to us. We thanked the 
Lord for the privilege of again giving the 
Word of Life. Poor little Robert Mann 
fell and cut his lip quite badly at the vil-
lage. 
20. Bro. Mann went to Mbole out-school 
to service today, and two other groups went 
out to the villages. 
Sr. Eyster gave her Sunday School Class 
pictures from a S. S. roll. They were so 
thrilled as they clapped their hands, re-
peating "Twalumba cinicini,—We thank 
very much." 
21. Mr. and Mrs. Clothier arrived at 
noon today. Mr. Clothier is from the 
Government Agricultural Station, and is 
very much interested in soil conservation. 
We appreciate the interest he takes in our 
missions, and appreciated their visit and 
help. 
22. Sr. Mann gave a very inspiring talk 
to the "two" in our prayer meeting tonight. 
26. Arthur Kutywayo, the teacher of 
Stds. I and II, asked Sr. Eyster to bring 
down the little folding organ so his chil-
dren could better learn the hymn, "Lord, 
I'm Coming Home." This organ which was 
brought out by Sr. Musser Brechbill still 
functions, and brings inspiration and bless-
ing to us. As we sang down in the class 
room, others gathered and helped us. How 
the African loves music! 
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Christian Service League, Unit 2, met 
this evening for the first. How we do yearn 
to bring them into a deeper knowledge of 
Christian Service for God and man. 
30. No post again today. The week in-
tervening seem very long at times, but we 
are glad that we can commit all of you 
into our Father's loving care. He cares 
for you there, and us here. 
It may seem that we have been negligent 
in not answering some letters, but we have 
answered each one, and if you have not 
received a reply it is that the letters have 
been sunk in the Atlantic. Sikalongo Staff. 
October 
1. This evening while we were at din-
ner Nathan Munsaka came, requesting Sr. 
Mann to come, as a nurse was needed. Bro. 
and Sr. Mann went over, and later in the 
evening Sr. Mann brought back the report 
that Nathan and Beulah are the parents of 
a fine son. 
2. Bro. Mann left for Miyonzo and 
Mbombo outschools today. 
3. Prayer Day. Topic: Love, and co-
operation between the Missionaries, Natives 
and Students. (As I sat in prayer meet-
ing, I received special inspiration when I 
remembered that across the ocean there 
would be bands of people especially re-
membering us in foreign lands) . 
Bro. Mann returned this evening. 
5. Members' meeting today. Bro. Mann 
spoke very well on our responsibility as 
Christians. Are we living examples? 
7. Heat continues. 
Robert is not well. Is it Malaria or is 
he teething? 
No foreign post. 
8. Bro. Mann left for schools in the hills 
•—Siazwela and Mudugula. There was a 
huge grass fire on the southeast of the farm 
caused by the herdman's children dropping 
coals. The flames scorched our vegetable 
garden. 
Bina Betty, Sampson Mwanga's wife, ar-
rived a few days ago, and today took over 
the sewing class for the girls. This is sure-
ly one less responsibility for Sr. Mann. 
12. Good congregation in church today. 
Bro. Mann spoke from "The Son of Man 
came to seek and save those who are lost." 
14. Bro. Mann went to visit Sigani 
School today. 
No foreign post again tonight. 
15. Bro. Mann left for Nakempa out-
school and Choma. 
17. Mr. and Mrs. Abbott, the policeman 
of Choma, called this afternoon. The 
"Machans" arrived about 4:30 p. m. re-
maining the night. We were so happy to 
see them. 
18. The first shower of the season—a 
quarter of an inch. How changed the at-
mosphere is this morning! 
The Machans left at noon today for 
home. 
20. Mr. and Mrs. Gilliam, faimers from 
Kolomo, called this afternoon. Isaac 
Munsanje, our new teacher, took his classes 
today. We are praying that he may be a 
real blessing to us here. 
21. We were most happy to receive a 
couple of over-seas letters. 
22. Samuel Doogan one of our Std. V 
boys is very ill today. We had special 
prayer for him, and Bro. and Sr. Mann had 
special prayer with him. 
23. Samuel Doogan seemed a little bet-
ter this morning for which we thanked the 
Lord. However at 10:15 a. m. his little 
brothers came up crying, "Samuel is 
dead." We could not believe it to be true, 
but Bro. and Sr. Mann soon found that 
his spirit had taken its flight, although all 
was done for him. What a shock to all! 
He seemed to have fallen asleep without a 
struggle. 
As it was prayer meeting day we had a 
short service after preparations were made, 
and in the afternoon—Kutywayo and some 
of the boys made the coffin while the big 
boys dug the grave. Just at sunset we had 
the funeral at the grave. How little we 
know about the future! Samuel had only 
been with us a few weeks, but he seemed to 
be a good boy. On several occasions 
when we spoke to him about his soul, he 
said that he had given his heart to Christ 
a year ago. In Christian Service League 
he prayed very earnestly. We commit him 
to God Who is the all wise judge. 
The doctor was out from Choma in the 
afternoon and pronounced the case Ce-
rebro-Malaria which is almost always 
fatal. 
24. Teaching was harder than usual to-
day. Samuel's place seemed so vacant. 
Christian Service League tonight. Spe-
cial prayer for those who are sorrowing. 
25. Great excitement occurred this 
morning when Tound's wife, Bina Chinene, 
tried to commit suicide in her hut by 
hanging herself. She had been having a 
sore hand for several weeks and this was 
very badly swollen and infected. Her 
heathen mother found her just in time, but 
Bina Chinene seemed to be mentally un-
balanced for the rest of the day. We mis-
sionaries took turns in visiting the village, 
and doing all we could. We felt that 
God only could defeat the power of the 
"enemy, and heal her for His glory. (To 
the Batonga committing suicide is an un-
pardonable sin. There is no wailing for 
them). 
Sad news came this evening that Vivian 
Walker, son of Mr. Walker near Macha, 
passed away at Lusaka from pneumonia. 
26. Bina Chinene is a little better today 
for which we thank the Lord. We must 
keep on trusting. 
Bina Samuel (the mother of Samuel 
Doogan) arrived just as we were going to 
Sunday School. She surely had our 
sympathy. Sr. Mann took her down to the 
grave. 
28. Bina Samuel left this morning for 
her home, taking her two sons and nephew 
with her. We were very sorry to see the 
lads leave, but we pray that the seed which 
has been sown may bring forth fruit in 
years to come. The mother was very nice, 
but felt the lads were too young to be so 
far from home without their older brother's 
care. Help us pray for the mother. Her 
heart seemed so dark as we tried to point 
her to the Christ; but she asked us to pray 
for her. 
Peter and several boys went hunting to-
day, for we need fresh meat. Game is not 
near the mission as it used to be, and it is 
difficult to get venison. 
No foreign post tonight. 
29. Arthur Kutwyayo was back in school 
today after being ill for three days. 
30. Bina Chinene came to the Mission as 
a patient. Her mind has cleared for which 
we do praise the Lord, and we believe that 
God will completely restore her to her 
family. 
Two months have passed, and again we 
hear the whisper of the Lord, "Occupy 
until I come." Will you not continue to 
stand back of us while we are in the front 
trenches for God. We need your prayers, 
and your continued interest. Please pray 
that God may give each of the Stations 
added strength as we are short staffed until 
new recruits can relieve us. 
MADHIPURA, INDIA 
Lucille Engle 
SEPTEMBER AND OCTOBER 
DURING the greater part of September, there was intensive sultriness. The 
Indian people too felt the depressing effect 
and now and again remarked about the 
heat of the day and the restless nights. 
Lassitude caused by the climate here grips 
people and even though they may desire 
to be more energetic, their gait and activity 
are slackened. 
The rainfall was sufficient to produce 
certain of the season's crops. Due to heavy 
rainfall for several days and river water 
which was allowed to overflow the adjacant 
rice fields, the Mission compound was par-
tially inundated. The rice stalks of the 
north fields were not high enough so that 
the heads were above the water and hence 
the crops of those fields are almost a total 
failure. The Christian farmer, Alfred 
Henri is feeling discouraged over the loss 
but we believe that God will care for him. 
One day in the second week of Sep-
tember, the postman brought a long parcel. 
It was soon recognized that it was a foreign 
parcel and although a bit broken at the 
ends it was in good condition. It contained 
,~ 
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seven picture rolls for use in Bible Wom-
en's work. This was in answer to a request 
to a friend in Pennsylvania. God an-
swered the prayers offered for the safe 
arrival of the parcel, of the one in 
Pennsylvania and the other in India. 
Thus far the picture rolls, especially 
those pictures of Christ's life have been 
used with advantage in work among the 
villagers. We frequently explain to the 
listeners that our pictures are not objects 
of worship because God's spirit is not in 
them. Hindus perform rites of worship 
before pictures of their Gods, therefore we 
must clarify our attitude toward these pic-
tures. 
About the middle of the month, Bro. and 
Sr. Paulus and baby stopped in Madhipura 
on their way home from Darjeeling. They 
had a very tiring journey in the heat by 
ox-cart from Murliganj to Madhipura, a 
distance of sixteen miles. Sr. Paulus and 
baby spent a few days with us before 
proper arrangements could be made to 
continue the trip to Barjora. The new 
baby, Miriam Evangeline Paulus was ad-
mired by both missionaries and Indians. 
During Sr. Paulus's visit, Srs. Steckley, 
Yoder, and Buckwalter came over from 
Saharsa. All were eager to see the mother 
and new baby. 
Mr. Prideaux, the District Magistrate of 
Bhagalpur District, called at the Mission 
for a short time while he was in Madhi-
pura. We appreciate his friendliness to-
ward our Mission and group of mission-
aries at the different stations. 
Medical work is on the increase. The 
news is spreading to distant village that a 
salve for ringworm is obtainable at the 
Mission Dispensary which is very efficaci-
ous. Malaria is prevalent. Some of the 
sufferers from this fever want injections. 
Bro. Engle administers the injections if 
the fee is given to cover the cost of the 
medicine. 
Babu A. Levi and wife who were for-
merly employed in the Mission now live 
in Madhipura. The latter is filling the 
post of nurse at the Government Hospital. 
The Babu and younger son frequently at-
tend Sunday morning service at the Mis-
sion, even though they must walk quite a 
distance. 
October is the month for cultivation and 
seed-sowing. The rains have practically 
stopped and the farmers are busy with the 
plow. Usually two farmers work together. 
One follows the other, each with plow and 
oxen. 
On the second Sunday of October, the 
baby son of Babu Mangan Das and wife 
was dedicated to God. The baby is a fine 
healthy child. He has been named Richard. 
There are two Hindu young men who 
.sometimes come to Sunday night services. 
They are attentive and respectful. May God 
open their hearts and help them to receive 
the Truth. 
The Memsahiba and Bible woman visited 
a new home. It was a Mohammedan home 
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in the north section of Madhipura. The 
women of the home were busy making a 
cereal similar to vermicelli. They were , 
preparing this for special food for the ap-
proaching Mohammedan festival, "Id." 
Id marks the close of the yearly forty days' 
fast. It is not a fast such as Christians 
partake in, but abstinence from food and 
water from sunrise to sunset. 
Most of the women left their work and 
came and squatted before the Bible women. 
They heard new songs and new things re-
garding Go J and salvation. They admitted 
that there must be only one way for God's 
created people, their need for heart cleans-
ing, and other truths which were put be-
fore them. But their final summary was 
the one which we often hear, "Who can at-
tain to such an experience?" 
"Sahibji", comes a call at the back door, 
"Would you like a fish?" Bro. Engle went 
to the door and found one of the Christian 
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men standing there holding up a fish. He 
had just caught it in a large pool of water 
near the brick kiln. Due to the overflow 
water from the river during August and 
September, several deep pools of water re-
mained on and near our Mission com-
pound. Fish are plentiful in them and the 
Christian men have been busy with hook 
and line. The gift of fish was a welcome 
change from goat's meat. 
Book sales for these months were un-
usually high because the colporteur went to 
a number of distant melas. One mela 
which he attended was eighty-five miles 
northeast. Part of this distance he cov-
ered by foot. He sold about forty rupees 
woth of Bibles, Gospels, and tracts. Pray 
for him and for those who have bought 
God's Word. There are surely some who 
will believe because of having read God's 
Word and because you have prayed for 
them. 
HIGHLIGHTS IN WITNESSING 
By India Missionaries 
IV 
My First Day 
I T wasn't exactly the iype of experience to encourage a "first-day" zenana worker! 
I was sitting with Monica, the Bible wom-
an, on a bamboo woven mat which had 
been placed for us in the middle of the 
courtyard. We were in a fisherman's home, 
as was clearly evident by the number of 
nets pinned up on every available bit of 
wall space. The courtyard was surrounded 
by five small mud huts, proudly exhibit-
ing their thatched roofs and miniature 
porches. 
It was drizzling steadily now. The sky 
had been dark and foreboding when we 
left the Mission compound, but we decided 
to risk the weather. Then too, it was my 
first day to go out in zenana work, and it 
seemed too bad to have to turn back. But 
now, as we sat on the mat in the middle 
of the courtyard we saw that the mud floor 
was becoming slimy and slippery because 
of the rain. The people took to the shel-
ters of the verandas and listened to our 
message in comparative dry and comfort. 
Monica and I held our umbrellas in one 
hand and our song books in the other. We 
had sung, and Monica had given the mes-
sage, but the people weren't any too at-
tentive that morning. Their minds seemed 
to be drawn to other matters and swayed 
by varied arrivals and interruptions. As I 
before mentioned, it wasn't exactly the type 
of experience to encourage a young mis-
sionary going out in zenana work for the 
first time. 
The rain was becoming more pronounc-
ed, so we decided to leave and turned our 
faces homeward. Had our morning's work 
been futile? As we neared Monica's home, 
I had a strong feeling that our work for 
the day wasn't completed. Where did the 
Lord want us to go? 
"The Station Quarters, Monica," I sug-
gested. "Will you go with m e ? " I look-
ed over to the quarters situated between 
our Preachers' Quarters and the Mission 
bungalow. None of us had visited there 
since the recent arrival of the new Station 
Master and his family. It was almost at 
our doorstep, so close that we had been 
passing it by for those farther afield. 
The Station Master's wife and daughter 
were most gracious and yet withal rather 
timid, for they told me that I was the first 
white Memsahiba who had ever visited in 
their home. They had come from another 
section of the country, away from contact 
with any mission, and so my visit was 
quite an event. 
"Have you heard of Jesus?" I ventured. 
No, they had never heard of such a 
name. Was it a man? Did he live in Bihar? 
What did he do? I gladly told them what 
little I could in my faltering Hindi, and 
then seeing their eagerness, promised to 
bring the Missahiba soon to tell more 
about the Son of God. How open-hearted-
ly they listened! They were in Supaul on-
ly three months, but before leaving, the 
whole family affirmed their faith in Jesus 
Christ. I looked back to the first day's 
experience with great thankfulness, for I 
had the joy of mentioning the name of 
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" A Daily Witness" 
IT was no unusual morning. A group of people were gathered at the Dispensary. 
Each one came with his or her own story 
of sickness and with a hope of receiving 
something to bring a bit of relief. 
"We will give you medicine but first 
come and sit here. We want to talk about 
'—dharm and chhutkara—' (righteousness 
and deliverance from s in) ." at that invita-
tion a group of about twelve sat down on 
the ground around the Bible woman to 
listen. The people of India are always 
interested in "chhutkara". 
This little group was considered as a 
class, and with the hope of creating more 
interest among them, the little teacher be-
gan by asking them a question. "What do 
people do to obtain deliverance from s in?" 
"They go and bathe in the great Gan-
ges." one Hindu woman answered. 
"They make pilgrimages to various reli-
gious shrines," another answered. 
"They do good works and live good 
lives," a Mohammedan woman ventured. 
"Did you ever go to the Ganges to bathe, 
and did you find 'chhutkara '?" 
"Yes, I went and bathed, but I came 
back just as I went, besides the little bun-
dle of things I took along with me was 
stolen. I found no deliverance from my sin 
and no peace for my heart." 
Another said, "I do all these things and 
have such expense, but how can I know in 
this life? Deliverance from sin comes only 
after death. If I do all the things I know 
to do now, I will have a higher birth in 
my next life and in each successive life. I 
hope some day to receive complete deliv-
erance." 
"Yes, people do hunger and thirst after 
righteousness," answered the Bible woman. 
"They seek, they punish themselves, and do 
many things, but that hunger and thirst is 
not quenched. Sin has taken us away from 
God, and only forgiveness from sin can 
bring us back to God. People have made 
many paths by which they hope to find 
heaven and God. (As we say in Hindi) 
They eat deception. They think they see 
and know and understand, but they are 
blind. 
"God's Word teaches us that there is on-
ly one way—'For there is none other name 
given under heaven—save Jesus—among 
men whereby we must be saved.' Because 
we people want to be delivered from sin. 
and because we know that others are eat-
ing deception, we are eager to tell people 
everywhere the true way of salvation which 
is found in Christ Jesus only." Then she 
went on to tell the story of Jesus, how He 
took the guilt and punishment of our own 
sin on Himself, how He suffered and was 
crucified, how He bled, died and rose 
again, how that by true repentance and 
turning away from sin, and a living faith 
in Him, we may find forgiveness and de-
liverance from sin in this life. 
Everyone showed interest. How much of 
the message they grasped was hard to tell. 
One woman sat there with tears running 
down her face, her heart was touched. In 
our hearts we breathed a prayer for her 
that the Holy Spirit might continue to 
draw at her heart. 
In like manner the seed of the Word is 
sown to four or five changing groups of 
people daily. 
Will you pray with us that not all the 
seed will be snatched away by the birds 
nor be trodden under the foot of man, but 
that it may grow and prosper in the hearts 
of men and that the joy of seeing souls 
come into the glorious light of the Gospel. 
—Leora G. Yoder. 
This Business of Winning Souls 
(Continued from page 19) 
to whether we ought to have meetings of 
this type or that, whether we ought to have 
church rallys or not, whether we ought to 
have individual or mass evangelism, 
whether we ought to stress this school of 
theology or that as I am in the need of 
every Christian worker, minister and pas-
tor included, in being a living epistle 
known and read of all men. For I believe 
that in this business of winning souls all of 
us should be the embodiment of that which 
we teach or preach. Well has Thomas 
Guthrie said: " I love your meetings for 
prayer, you cannot have too many of them: 
but we must work while we pray, and pray 
while we work. I would rather see a man, 
who has been saved from the gulf below, 
casting life lines to others struggling in 
the maelstrom of death, than on his knees 
on that rock thanking God for his own 
deliverance; because I believe God will ac-
cept action for others as the highest pos-
sible expression of gratitude that a saved 
soul can offer." 
The things which you, my fellow pastor, 
may suggest may be far greater than those 
which I have given but again I would like 
to state that what I consider we need in 
this business of winning souls is: to keep 
ourselves in the background and let the 
Christ increase; to be so thoroughly sold 
out to our ministry that nothing else can 
take its place; to be very affable but ex-
ceedingly courageous in denouncing sin; to 
be imitators of the Lord Jesus Christ; to 
be baptized with the baptism of the Holy 
Spirit and Fire; and to be living epistles 
known and read of all men as true ex-
amples of Christianity. 
The Days of Youth 
* 
(Continued from page 21) 
was hardest to bear. But she bore it with 
a challenging faith and rose above its crush-
ing power. She remembered the rainbow. 
The arc of splendor told of His immutable 
promises, His unerring faithfulness. 
At last, on land! At St. Jean de Luz they 
landed. Was there any consolation in be-
ing on conquered territory? Time would 
tell. From there by bus they traveled to 
Biarritz where they were detained eleven 
days, under guard. But the American Con-
sul appeared on the second day to negotiate 
for the release of all Americans. For three 
days they had the freedom of the city, 
though carefully watched by guards in con-
stant evidence. After their release, they 
travelled to Cintra, Portugal, and then set 
sail for New York. 
Meanwhile all the British prisoners in-
cluding the missionaries of B r i t i s h 
citizenship, some of whom had lived in 
America, were transported to Bordeaux. 
They had not been apprised of their fate 
until they were on conquered soil. Each 
person's case was to be handled separately, 
and they were to be sent to concentration 
camps. Ruth marveled that the British 
spirit through it all remained indomitable. 
On the ocean again and bound for home. 
Two crossings of the Atlantic for naught? 
It was the adventure of a life time! And 
on this boat the absence of that one hateful 
thing, the "picture"—the face of Hitler, 
overlooking the stairways they climbed 
from day to day on the Dresden, and under 
which her soul had daily recoiled! The 
absence of it was a source of comfort to 
Ruth as to every other passenger. On June 
20, they were in New York harbor. What a 
joy! What a costly privilege! What praise 
flowed from missionary hearts to be safe 
on peaceful soil. But to Ruth a sense of 
defeat—her purpose to go to Africa for her 
Christ had been frustrated. 
A day came in late August. Ruth War-
ing sat in the home of a friend in a city of 
the middle West. Beside her on the divan 
was Mary Ellen Osborn, her devoted friend 
from Chicago. Days before they had been 
reunited. Now parting days were again 
clase at hand. 
A company of friends sat about the room. 
Ruth was plied with questions. Among 
those interrogations—this—of major im-
portance to Ruth, "Do you expect to go to 
Africa—to make another a t tempt?" 
"Yes, next month" was Ruth's calm but 
definite reply. 
When "next month" came, the nineteenth 
saw Ruth set sail for Africa once more. The 
One who had sent the rainbow in the day of 
calamity was the unseen One Who guided 
her to unknown paths of the future that 
those who sit in darkness might see a great 
light—might know His Promise, "I give un-
to them Eternal Life and they shall never 
perish."—Grace and Truth. 
> * * » « 
If you are filled with the Spirit you can-
not help being useful in whatever place, 
condition or calling you may be. 
—Charles G. Finney. 
Beligion, which means man's relation to 
God, is the most important thing with 
which human society can concern itself. 
—Christian Register. 
-
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I OUR SUNDAY SCHOOLS 
j OUR MOTTO FOR 1941: Every member of the School in his place, on time, striv-
ing toward the ideals of a 100% Sunday School. 
! i 
This Department, conducted by the General S. S. Board, appears in the first issue of each month. 
All material for this Dept. should be sent to C. W. Boyer, Sec'y, 2101 "Windsor Road, Dayton, O. 
Visual Aids in Lesson 
Presentation 
Faithe Carlson 
SEVERAL Sundays ago a little girl stepped into our Junior class and eagerly drank 
in all that was said and done. At the close 
of the session she asked, "Do you always 
do this way in your class?" I answered 
that we aimed to have something new and 
interesting each Sunday. "Well, she said, 
if this is the way you do I'm coming every 
Sunday, I like it." That particular Sunday 
we had used the Feltogram board and since 
the lesson was a Missionary theme we plac-
ed individuals from various nations upon 
the board and proceeded to tell of God's 
interest in each. It was a simple means of 
illustration but it had gone to the heart of 
the child. 
The big eyes, open mouths and tense in-
terest that children show during such il-
lustrations prove the value of visual aids. 
As we glance through the Bible we see 
many places where the natural (that which 
they know about) was used to illustrate 
the spiritual. 
Many of our churches use the picture 
charts. They are a great help and many 
a story has been beautified with this aid. 
It is well however to vary this with some 
other form of illustration to avoid same-
ness. It is fine to have the child eager to 
know what will happen each Sunday. 
The sand box is a v e r y good aid in 
teaching small children. This gives the 
children activity, for they can help place 
the trees, make the mountains and place 
the characters. The -class however must 
not be too large and the teacher must be 
capable of good supervision in order to 
maintain quiet and order. 
Actual objects are a great aid in teach-
ing and never fail to attract the child's 
interest. A dirty plate, a cup, a flashlight, 
etc., are so easy to get and yet so valuable 
as illustrations. The other Sunday—-Tem-
perance Sunday one of our teachers 
brought a whiskey bottle to Sunday School 
and also a glass. Of course he spoke of 
the ' r ight use of the glass and the wrong 
use of the bottle and to impress the evils 
of the contents of the bottle he lit a match 
to the cork. As it burned it formed a 
snake. Needless to say the children were 
quite amazed and I am sure they caught 
the truth. 
We could mention, maps, note books, 
posters, clay modeling, soap carving etc., 
all of which can be adapted to the truth 
we seek to portray. 
A very splendid aid in teaching is the 
blackboard. Many a vague truth is brought 
into clearness by a simple drawing. Per-
haps a few red marks above a roughly 
sketched door will open a field of truth 
on the purpose of the blood in our redemp-
tion. Children have strong imaginations, 
they can see a train in a row of blocks, 
they also can see whole scenes with the 
use of simple figures, perhaps only the 
little jets, such as the Sunday School Times 
uses to illustrate the lesson. 
Our Motto for 1942 
By action of the General S. S. 
Board, it has been decided that the 
Sunday School Motto, which was 
adopted for 1941, shall be retained for 
1942. This motto appears at the head 
of this department. 
As we enter a new year may each 
of us, scholars, teachers, officers and 
superintendents, strive together "to-
ward the goals of a 100% Sunday 
School". 
However, there are teachers who are 
really frightened at the thought of using 
chalk. They think they cannot draw. Such 
teachers would find especially helpful one 
of the most outstanding forms of visual 
teaching today, the "felto-graph", some-
times called flannel-graph, or scene-o-
graph. With the cutouts and lesson text 
now available teachers without any marked 
degree of artistic ability are able to present 
the unsearchable riches of Christ in a way 
that has never failed to gain and keep the 
attention of the most unruly child. 
The equipment required for felto-graph 
lesson is simple and relatively inexpensive. 
A board covered with outing flannel forms 
the background. The figures used to illus-
trate the lesson also have flannel on the 
back making them adhere to the board. 
One must watch however when using 
these forms of teaching that the truth we 
seek to portray is not too far fetched from 
the object and hence lost. Both object 
and truth must be clearly tied together. 
But perhaps the greatest aid in teaching 
the lesson is the teacher herself. If the 
pupils see, to begin with, a teacher who is 
neatly dressed, calm, soft spoken, sure of 
herself, or himself, full of the subject 
and deeply Christian they will be attracted 
to her or him and will be ready to listen 
to what she or he has to say. Such a teach-
er will also be quick to sense the needs 
of the pupils and will be on the look-out 
for adaptable helps. 
May God help us to be noble builders 
in the Sunday School. 
—Harrisburg Pa. 
(The above paper was prepared by Sr. 
Carlson for the S. S. Program at last Gen-
eral Conference, and in her absence, was 
read by Bro. Carlson. Folowing this, a 
very interesting demonstration on the use 
of the Flannelgraph as an effective method 
of visual teaching was given by Sr. Cora 
Albright of Chicago.) 
Ten Measuring Rods for 
Successful Superintendents 
Basil Miller 
Xeep the ideal of evangelism and spir-
ituality dominant in your school. We are 
not building a program, but saving lives. 
It is not our task mainly to instruct in 
righteousness, but to build character upon 
the righteous ideal. 
POSSIBILY you have just been elected su-perintendent a n d a r e wondering 
whether or not you should accept the posi-
tion. Or it may be that you are trying to 
decide whether you should resign and al-
low another, more capable and better 
qualified, to have the office. Let us take ten 
measuring rods by which you can compute 
your ability and decide whether or not you 
are likely to succeed. 
You must be studious in the preparation 
for your work. This demands that you 
read good books on Sunday school work 
according to your time, and check new sug-
gestions as to where and how you can im-
prove your work. You must become ac-
quainted with the best of recent Sunday 
school literature. Not just taking a train-
ing course, or reading a leaflet or teacher's 
journal, or a single book, but you must 
spend time and make of yourself a Sunday 
school expert. 
You must learn the difficult art of being 
pleasant in the face of all perplexing cir-
cumstances. Can you smile when teachers 
are exasperating, when others do not be-
lieve in your plans and would substitute 
schemes of their own, when the attendance 
is small, and things become crisscross? 
You must be efficient in laying and exe-
cuting plans which will carry the school to 
victory. Have your recent schemes failed 
to increase the attendance? Do you plan 
and never execute? Does the school grow 
under your leadership? Do you gather 
around you workers who can carry out 
your programs? 
You must learn how to be respected by 
your fellow workers. When the scholars 
show disrespect, check carefully your atti-
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tude toward them. For this is an indica-
tion that some part of your program is at 
fault. 
Learn how to take council with your 
workers. This demands that you be teach-
able, that you listen to the advice and plans 
of others. Never think that you must have 
your own way in everything. A "one-man-
school" is a symbol of defeat, and a mark 
that you had better resign in favor of 
someone else. 
Be dynamic and energetic. Where do 
you spend your Sunday afternoons and 
spare time during the week? Sleeping, or 
out putting the school before the com-
munity, selling it to new prospects? Do 
you plan and then never execute? When 
your board decides upon a course of 
action, how long does it take you to have 
your part of that plan put into action? 
Right away? When the successful super-
intendent plans, it means that execution 
begins at once. 
You must learn how to be tactful, nonir-
ritable. Do you chafe under trial and criti-
cism, or do you drive right ahead along the 
main line of building the school whatever 
comes? When your program doesn't go 
over with the committee, learn how to be 
kind and respectful and not fussy. Do not 
"blunder ahead," smashing confidences and 
alienating co-operation and friendship of 
assistants. Learn how to work out your 
policy gradually, alter your plans for the 
school slowly. Radical changes may turn 
many good workers from you. 
Be open-minded to new ideas. Never 
let the school think that you are out of 
date, and out of step with new ideas and 
programs. Because the school has always 
been operated in a certain way is no sign 
that this is the best method. Take advice 
from the pastor, the church board, and 
your fellow workers. 
Develop skill in being a church man 
and not just a Sunday school man. The 
school is a part of the functionings of the 
larger work of the church. Make your 
school contribute to the general program 
of the church. 
Finally check your own spirituality. 
Keep the ideal of evangelism and spiritual-
ity dominant in your school. We are not 
building a program, but saving lives. It is 
not our task mainly to instruct in right-
eousness, but to build character upon the 
righteous ideal. Facts and theories filling 
a head is not our goal. Boys' and girls' 
hearts are to be reached with the gospel, 
and they are to experience redemption 
through Jesus Christ. 
Check your life, superintendent, by the 
measuring rods. Be constantly alert to the 
improvements of your own character, 
building higher your standards of qualifi-
cations for your task, and more dynamic 
in putting your school on a high plane of 
achievement in molding character.—Sel. 
v 
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The Conversion of D. L. Moody 
In Which His S. S. Teacher Played a 
Vital Part 
By his early training Mr. Moody was re-
ligious, but he had never experienced the 
regenerating work of God's Spirit by a de-
finite acceptance of Christ. But in the Mount 
Vernon Sunday School, (Boston), his Bible 
Class teacher had been gradually leading 
the young man to a fuller knowledge of 
God's plan of salvation, until it needed only 
an additional personal interview to bring 
him to that decision of the will which should 
determine whether he would accept or reject 
God's provision for overcoming sin and en-
tering into harmony with Himself. The op-
portunity for this interview was not a 
chance event, but one carefully and prayer-
fully sought by Mr. Kimball who thus re-
lates the story of Dwight L. Moody's con-
version: 
"I determined to speak to him about 
Christ and about his soul, and started down 
to Holton's shoe store. When I was nearly 
there I began to wonder whether I ought to 
go in just then during business hours. I 
thought that possibly my call might embar-
rass the boy, and that when I went away the 
other clerks would ask who I was, and taunt 
him with my efforts in trying to make him 
a good boy. In the meantime I had passed 
the store, and, discovering this, I deter-
mined to make a dash for it and have it 
over at once. I found Moody in the back 
part of the building wrapping up shoes. I 
went up to him at once and putting my 
hand on his shoulder, I made what I 
afterwards felt was a very weak plea 
for Christ. I don't know just what words 
I used, nor could Mr. Moody tell. I simply 
told him of Christ's love for him and the 
love Christ wanted in return. That was all 
there was. It seemed the young man was 
just ready for the light that then broke 
upon him, and there, in the back of that 
store in Boston, he gave himself and his life 
to Christ." 
From the moment that Moody accepted 
Christ his whole life changed. The merely 
passive religious life that suffered the re-
strictions of the moral law suddenly became 
a life of joyful service. Whereas church 
attendance had been observed simply be-
cause it was a duty, from this time forth 
for nearly fifty years he found his greatest 
joy in the service of his God. 
Sequel 
Bread cast upon the waters returns again, 
and the Bible Class teacher received a bless-
ing in his own household, seventeen years 
later in the conversion of his own son. Mr. 
Kimball's eldest son was visiting an uncle 
in Worcester Mass., while Mr. Moody was 
conducting a mission in that city. After 
one of the services young Kimball in-
troduced himself to Mr. Moody as the son 
of his old Bible Class teacher. 
"What! are you the son of Mr. Edward 
Kimball, of Boston? What is your name?" 
"Henry". 
"I am glad to see you. Henry, are you a 
Christian?" 
"No, sir, I do not think I am". 
"How old are you?" 
"I am seventeen". 
"Henry, when I was just seventeen, and 
you were a little baby in the crib, your fa-
ther came to me and put his hand on my 
shoulder and asked me to be a Christian, 
and he was the only man that ever came 
to me and talked to me, because he loved 
my soul; and now I want you, my boy, to 
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be a Christian. Henry, don't you want to 
be a Christian?" 
Henry replied that he did, and Moody 
then had the privilege of leading the young-
man to the Lord, as he himself had been 
led by Henry's father so many years before. 
—From "The Life of D. L. Moody, By His 
Son". 
Correction 
In connection with the picture which ap-
peared in the November 3 issue, the desig-
nation of the two men in the picture should 
have read: Standing in the back are: left, 
D. L. Moody, right, John V. Farwell. 
Through omission of the word "left", the 
previous designation was not clear as to 
the identity of the two men. 
Fishing 
THERE are many kinds of fish, (estima-tion (13,000) thirteen thousand spe-
cies) and many ways to catch them. 
There are many dispositions in man-
kind, and many ways to win them. Jesus 
said if we would follow Him He would 
make us "fishers of men." 
The first thing while fishing for either 
shallow or deep water fish is to keep out 
of sight. Another is to be in the proper 
place and use the right bait. 
Fishing too close to the shore gets lines 
tangled and sometimes lost. 
Many kinds of fish run into shallow wa-
ters when storms are on, or coming, then 
they are easily caught. 
When Peter and his friends made the 
big haul of fish they obeyed the Great 
Fisherman, who said, "Launch out into the 
deep, and let down your nets for a 
draught." 
Fishing is work and takes much pa-
tience, but there is a joy and thrill in 
landing fish, which pays well. 
Today nets must be let down deep or 
many fish wil get by without being land-
ed. 
—Gospel Banner. 
Unfavorable winds test ships; unfavor-
able conditions test men. Any one can 
stand up when there is nothing to stand 
against. But to face all the winds that 
blow and the storms that break on the life 
and still hold a steady and determined 
course is a different thing. Happy the 
Christian who can say with Paul, "JNone of 
these things move me."—Selected. 
Is it not the distinguishing feature of the 
Christian system, that it places the foun-
dation of salvation in living relations with 
a living person, rather than in the adoption 
of opinions or of habits? That under it 
the believer is, not the man who maintains 
the doctrine of the Trinity, or holds 'Justi-
fication by faith,' but the man who has 
'Come to' Christ, and 'Abides in' Him? 
—Thomas D. Bernard. 
# 
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Bible School Department 
"The Powers That Be" 
C. R. Heisey 
' ' EVERYONE must obey authorities that 
t - are over him, for no authority can 
exist without the permission of God; the 
existing authorities have been established 
by him, so that anyone who resists the 
authorities sets himself in opposition to 
what God has ordained, and those who op-
pose him will bring down judgment upon 
themselves. . . . They are God's servant 
to execute wrath upon wrong-doers." 
This is the first part of the paragraph 
from a modern translation of Romans 13 
and is clearly understandable. It is really 
dogmatic and appears irrevocably incom-
patible with any conduct or conviction 
contrary to the mandates of the powers 
that be. But, in the very same paragraph 
near the close we find another thought 
which is just as distinct and as definitely 
dogmatic as this one. 
"Owe nobody anything—except the duty 
of mutual love, for whoever loves his fel-
lowmen has fully satisfied the Law. For 
the commandments, 'You must not steal 
you must not covet,' and any other com-
mandments there are, are summed up in 
one saying 'You must love your neighbor 
as you do yourself. 'Love never wrongs a 
neighbor, and so love fully satisfies the 
Law'." 
Then, the next paragraph in this trans-
lation reads like this: 
"All this especially, because you know 
this critical time and that it is high time 
for you to wake up from your sleep, for 
our salvation is nearer to us now than 
when we first believed. The night is nearly 
over; the day is at hand. So let us throw 
aside the deeds of darkness, and put on the 
armor of light. Let us live honorably, as 
in the light of day, not in carousing and 
drunkenness, or in immorality and in-
decency, or in quarreling and jealousy. 
But, clothe yourselves with the Lord Jesus 
Christ and do not think about gratifying 
your physical cravings." 
The farther we go the deeper our dilem-
ma unless we have some direction in de-
ciding for in the last paragraph of chapter 
twelve we read: "You must hate what is 
wrong, and hold to what is right. In 
brotherly love, be affectionate to one an-
other . . . eager to show one another honor 
. . . be unfailing in hospitality . . . Bless 
your persecutors; . . . do not curse them. 
Live in harmony with one another . . . Have 
full sympathy with one another . . . Do not 
be too ambitious; be glad to associate with 
the lowly . . . Pay back to no man evil for 
evil . . . Aim at doing what all men will 
recognize as honorable. If you can, so far 
as it depends on you, live at peace with all 
the world . . . Never avenge yourselves dear 
friends, but make way for the Wrath of 
God . . . for it is written, 'Revenge belongs 
to me; I will pay back,' saith the Lord. On 
the contrary therefore, if your enemy is 
hungry, feed him! If he is thirsty, give 
him something to drink! Do not be con-
quered with evil but conquer evil with 
good." 
Now we are in a predicament! In this 
"critical time" of which we are a part and 
parcel there is absolute contradiction be-
tween the mandates of the "powers that 
be" and the mandates of Him whose we are 
and love to serve, who has "all power in 
heaven, in earth and under the earth." 
Do you remember what Peter and the 
other apostles said about it (Acts 5:29-
30) ? There was no doubt in their minds. 
"We ought to obey God rather than man." 
The above translation tells us that they 
said, "We must obey God rather than 
men." There is no misunderstanding here. 
Continuing, they said, "The God of our 
fathers raised up Jesus whom ye slew and 
hanged on a tree. Him hath God highly 
exalted with his right hand to be a Prince 
and a Savior, for to give repentance and 
forgiveness of sins." If He is our "Prince 
and Savior" too then there is no doubt as 
to what we "ought" to do. 
Perhaps we have thought "Powers that 
be" merely became, through the presump-
tion of men. Let us think about it together. 
There are some things which history books 
miss in making mention of the records of 
nations. They have much to say of the 
Constitutional Convention and the making 
of the Constitution of the United States but 
did you ever read this: 
After critically examining the constitu-
tions of all ancient republics and of con-
temporaneous European States, and finding 
among them nothing suitable for the case 
in hand, the Assembly found itself "grop-
ing as it were, in the dark to find political 
truth, and scarce able to distinguish it 
when presented." In this helpless, hope-
less situation Benjamin Franklin question-
ed, "How has it happened, sir, that we have 
not hitherto once thought of humbly apply-
ing to the Father of light to illuminate our 
understandings ? 
'I have lived, sir, a long time, and the 
longer I live the more convincing proofs I 
see of this truth, that God governs the af-
fairs of men. And if a sparrow cannot 
fall to the ground without His notice, is 
it probable that an empire can rise with-
out His aid? We have been assured, sir, 
in the Sacred Writings that 'except the 
Lord build the house, they labor in vain 
that build it.' I firmly believe that with-
out His concurring aid we shall succeed 
in this political building no better than the 
builders of Babel; we shall be divided by 
our little, partial, local interests, our pro-
ject will be confounded and we ourselves 
shall become a reproach and a by-word 
down to future ages. And what is worse, 
mankind may hereafter, from this unfor-
tunate iHstance, despair of establishing 
government by human wisdom and leave it 
to chance, war, and conquest. 
"I therefore beg leave to move: 
"That hereafter prayers, imploring the 
assistance of heaven and its blessing on our 
deliberations, be held in this assembly 
every morning before we proceed to busi-
ness." 
From the moment this resolution was 
passed, the Constitutional Convention be-
gan to make progress. 
The "powers that be"—be, because of a 
greater Power that is, whose we be, and to 
whom we owe supreme allegiance even tho 
it means to differ with the decisions of 
"the powers that be". To God we render 
first and then to Caesar, if his decree does 
not make impossible obedience to our God 
and is not absolutely contradictory to 
God's decree. 
Dr. J. 0 . Kinnamon, famed archeologist, 
says Daniel was president of the University 
of Babylon and we now know that it was a 
great University. His knowledge impressed 
men so that of him they said, "in whom the 
spirit of the gods is." Daniel's political 
philosophy is expressed in these words: 
(Da. 5:17-31) " 0 king, the Most High God 
gave Nebuchadnezzar your father the 
kingdom, with its greatness, its glory, and 
its majesty; and because of the greatness 
that he gave him, all the peoples, nations, 
and tongues trembled before him—whom 
he would he slew, and whom he would he 
kept alive, whom he would he raised up, 
and whom he would he put down. BUT 
his mind was lifted up, and his spirit be-
came obstinate, so that he bore himself 
proudly, he was deposed from his kingly 
throne, and deprived of his glory, he was 
driven from among men, and his mind 
was made like to that of the beasts, his 
dwelling was with the wild asses, he was 
given grass to eat like an ox, and his per-
son was drenched by the dew of the heav-
ens, till he learned that THE MOST HIGH 
GOD RULES THE KINGDOM OF MEN, 
SETTING OVER IT WHOM HE WILL. 
And you his son, 0 Belshazzar, have not 
humbled yourself, though you knew all 
this, but have lifted yourself up against 
the Lord of the heavens . . . and have not 
glorified God in whose hand your breath 
is, and to whom belong all your ways. 
From him then, has the palm of the hand 
been sent and this writing inscribed. 'God 
has numbered your kingdom, and brought 
it to an end; you have been weighed in the 
balances and found wanting; your king-
dom is divided, and given to the Medes and 
Persians.' 
"That night Belshazzar, the king of 
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Chaldea, was slain; and Darius, the Mede. 
received the kingdom." 
We wish that Dr. Daniel might appear 
before the rulers of the nations. God has 
Hitler's, Stalin's, Mussolini's, Roosevelt's, 
etc., etc., etc., number, weight and measure. 
This is a comforting thought, and yet how 
terrible it is to contemplate the tragedy to 
which the nations of the earth are traveling 
unless they stop and take into account their 
responsibility toward God. 
Dr. Daniel is worth following further. 
He "distinguished himself above all the 
presidents and satraps, because surpassing 
ability was in him. . . . They could find no 
ground of complaint or fault because he 
was faithful, and no error or fault was to 
be found in Him . . . unless we find it in 
connection with the law of his God." 
And then what a political lie was per-
petrated! " 0 King Darius, live forever! 
All the presidents of the kingdom, the per-
fects and satraps, the ministers and gov-
ernors (that is all but their chief) have 
agreed in council that the king should lay 
down a statute, and pass a strict interdict, 
to the effect that whosoever shall offer a 
petition to any god or man for thirty days. 
except to you, 0 king, shall be cast into 
the den of lions. Accordingly the king 
signed the document." 
Did Daniel care? Of course he cared. 
Anyone concerned for the future of his 
country would cry about such a sad state 
of affairs. They knew what this learned 
professor and distinguished politician 
would do about it too. They knew there 
would be no thirty day vacation possible in 
his prayer program even though "the 
powers that be" had so decreed. Watch 
him now, this distinguished saint. "When 
Daniel learned that the document had been 
signed he went to his house—which had 
three windows in its upper chamber toward 
Jerusalem—and three times a day he con-
tinued kneeling upon his knees, praying, 
and giving thanks before God as he used 
formerly to do." " 0 Daniel," I hear the 
wise acres saying, "Why did you do that? 
You might have at least prayed in secret!" 
It was exactly what those green-eyed 
politicians knew would happen. Watch 
them. Not often you find this crowd at 
prayer meeting but this was an exception. 
"Then these men thronged in and found 
Daniel offering petition and supplications 
before his God." Off they trotted to the 
king. "Did you not sign an interdict . . ." 
The king answered, "The thing stands 
fast. . ." All they could say was, "So does 
this Daniel, . . he pays no regard to your-
self nor to the interdict." 
Things sometimes happen fast and furi-
ously when God can find such as have their 
hearts perfect toward him. So it was this 
time. Here was the praying professor, the 
purring politicians, the perturbed king— 
"he was deeply grieved and till sunset he 
exerted himself to rescue him"—and then 
the puzzled lions, presented with a tempt-
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ing morsel which they couldn't touch, and 
—wonder of all mysteries—the princely 
professor peacefully sleeping on the rarest 
of pillows, the downy mane of a tawny lion 
which wasn't dead! Hallelujah! What a 
crowning climax for carrying crystal clear 
convictions! 
Poor fellows, the whole lot of the rest of 
them, a sorry sight they present. "The 
king went to his palace, and spent the night 
fasting; no diversions were brought to 
him, and his sleep fled from him—as soon 
as it was light, he arose and went to the 
den—and cried out with a sorrowful voice, 
' 0 , Daniel, servant of the living God, has 
your God whom you worship consistently, 
been able to save you '?" "Of course," 
came the voice of the rested prince from a 
pallet of fur, "there's nothing to worry 
about when you have a God such as I serve. 
God grant you 
In the common things of life 
Good common sense. 
And in the larger things 
Uncommon sense. 
And in the greatest things of all 
His Own God sense. 
God sense of what is right and fit, 
That so, in every circumstance 
Of life, or death, you may acquit 
Yourself as He deems well. 
In all make good deliverance; 
In all without offence excel; 
In all add glory to His name 
And His estate enhance. 
—John Oxenham. 
He sent a lieutenant from the armies of 
heaven to control the lions while I slept. 
I've had a pleasant night, thank you. How 
did you res t?" 
Then, was that king glad and—was he 
mad! The other crowd, "who had accused 
Daniel were brought forward—they and 
their children, and their wives (girls, be 
careful who you marry. Look what hap-
pened here!) and cast into the den of 
lions; and before they had reached the bot-
tom of the den, the lions fell upon them, 
and crushed all their bones to pieces." 
Poor folks, no prayers in proper order in 
the crowd they followed and no protection 
now from the whetted appetites of hungry 
lions. 
Friend, remember Him always unto 
whom all power is given. Ashamed of 
Him never allow yourself to be even be-
fore the "powers that be." Hear Him say 
someday. "Because thou hast kept the 
word of my patience, I also keep thee from 
the hour of temptation, which shall come 
upon all the world, to try them which 
dwell upon the earth." And know that in 
the hour when thou shalt be called before 
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the "powers that be" it shall be given thee 
what thou shalt say. 
(NOTE3—The quotations are mostly from an 
American Translation and partly from imagi-
nation). 
An afterthought on the same subject: 
Sometimes folks have trouble with the 
fact that God permitted war and bloodshed 
in the conquest of Canaan but a careful 
study of His Word given by Moses (Deu. 
9:5) ought to convey clearly the fact that 
whether the "powers that be"—be, or con-
tinue no longer to be, depends entirely up-
on their relation to their responsibility to-
ward the will of God and His plan and 
program for the affairs of men. " . . For 
the wickedness of these nations the Lord 
thy God doth drive them out from before 
thee, and that he may perform the word 
which the Lord sware unto thy fathers . . 
Understand therefore, that the Lord thy 
God giveth thee not this good land to 
possess it for thy righteousness; for thou 
art a stiffnecked people." Their turn for 
destruction came in due time, because of 
their stubbornness before God. 
The Pile Driver 
MANY of us have seen a pile driving ma-chine at its work. Poised in mid-air 
is the weight, or driving part, of the ma-
chine. Suddenly the weight of several tons 
is let loose with a deafening noise upon the 
pile. We should think that the log would 
be driven down its full length with the 
terrific impact, but it has hardly moved a 
fraction of an inch. Again the same ter-
rific force, and again there is a slight im-
bedment in the ground. And so this pro-
cess continues until the proper foundation 
is made. It is this cumulative process, this 
constant hammering, that finally erects a 
foundation upon which to build a perma-
nent structure. 
It is this same law, this cumulative force, 
that, with God's blessings, causes us to ac-
complish things and build well in our life. 
There are many who wish to do great 
things for mankind. In this respect there 
is no lack of air castles. But many fail to 
realize that it takes effort and continued 
application to put foundations under these 
castles. And when success does not attend 
them in large visible results very soon, 
they give up. They fail to take into ac-
count that it is a steadiness of purpose 
which is so necessary also in building a 
place of responsibility and a life of serv-
ice. It is this sincerity of accomplish-
ment that differentiates between the doer 
and the wisher.—Alfred W. Koehler, in 
The Lutheran Witness. 
Though the past is irrevocable, it is not 
irreparable.—F. B. Meyer. 
—o— 
Character is what a man is in the dark. 
—D. L. Moody. 
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A PALANAQU1N PAVED WITH LOVE" 
(A Study from the Song of Solomon, cont'd) 
C. R. Heisey 
Part II 
You do not find the name of God in the Song of Solomon. For that reason 
many have relegated it to the realm of 
realistic human love only. That this is a 
poem of human love is true, but why not? 
The mutual attraction of the sexes is of 
God's ordering. It was ordained in heaven 
and was so from Creation. The most in-
timate and hallowed of human relation-
ships is here described in purity and sa-
credness as they should be and are in true 
marriage when it is not prostituted to sel-
fish satisfaction of passion and lust. So 
far from being intrinsically evil it contains 
for both parties an immeasurable possibili-
ty of blessing and happiness. The love 
which is here sung is ordered, regulated, 
legitimate and there is not one single state-
ment in the entire poem which is not of the 
purest and highest thought, and permis-
sible in this ideal friendship. 
More reticence does not necessarily mean 
truer purity. One could be outwardly per-
fect and yet inwardly polluted, a whited 
sepulchre full of dead men's bones. What-
ever was within, whether spoken or thought, 
would be filled with stench. The imagery 
is too suggestive and too descriptive of 
physical charms, too minute for a vulgar 
taste and not to be permitted, nor dis-
cussed, nor is it understood in its sacred 
purity outside the province to which it be-
longs—the realm of husband and wife 
united in holy wedlock under the blessing 
of the Lord, with mutual desire to live for 
God's glory. 
The clew to the meaning of the Song is 
not found in the Song itself, but in- other 
parts of sacred revelation. It seems to 
correspond to and form a trilogy with 
Psalms 42 and 72 and contains the same 
imagery, just as Psalms 37 answers to 
Proverbs and Ps. 39 and 73 answer to Job. 
The Jews admitted the Song into the 
sacred canon on the supposition that it 
depicts the relations between Jehovah and 
His people, undoubtedly influenced by the 
mention of the prophets of Israel as the 
"wife of Jehovah." The council of Jamina, 
A.D. 90 finally authoritatively dispelled 
all doubts concerning this method of inter-
pretation. The Rabbis thought of Proverbs 
as the outer court, Ecclesiastes as the inner 
court, and Canticles as the Holy of Holies 
of the temple—meeting place of God with 
men. 
The Christian Church followed the same 
line of thought explaining the Song as an 
allegory of the love between Christ and 
the Church, or Christ and the soul. St. 
Bernard wrote no fewer than 86 sermons 
on the first two chapters. Another wrote 
more than 122 sermons on the Song of 
Solomon. Of the writings of Solomon 
they were wont to construct a ladder with 
three steps: First, Ecclesiastes, dealing with 
the natural and showing the vanity of 
natural things alone; Second, Proverbs, 
dealing with the moral ; Canticles, the mys-
tical, figuring the union of Christ and the 
Church. They were wont to say that Aaron 
prefigured Christ as Priest, Moses as 
prophet, David as suffering king, and Solo-
mon as the triumphant Prince of Peace, as 
his name signifies. 
It is entirely possible to follow this 
line of reasoning and in an endeavor to 
apply all details to read into the Song of 
Songs things which aren't there. However, 
it is just as possible to read this beautiful 
ode and to miss the sweetness for saints 
which the Spirit has garnered there. 
The very best commentary on the Songs 
of Solomon is an experimental knowledge 
of Christ's loveliness and a responsive love 
in the believer's purified heart. To "know 
Him" in resurrection power and be filled 
with burning desire to live intimately with 
Him in order to better make Him known— 
zeal to say, "Go forth, ye daughters of 
Zion, and behold the king" is essential to 
an understanding of the beauty of the 
friendship herein described. 
Love to Christ is the strongest, the sweet-
est, as it is the purest of human passions, 
therefore needs the strongest language to 
give expression to its rare delights. To the 
"pure in heart," the phraseology drawn 
from the rich imagery of oriental poetry, 
will not appear indelicate or exaggerated, 
but rather below reality. For of a truth, 
to love Him truly, who is altogether love-
ly and to be, by His blood, made "all fair", 
and to become His "fair one", gives sweet 
peace that passeth understanding, is "joy 
unspeakable and full of glory." Words 
"unlawful (impossible) to be uttered" rise 
to the lips of him who is caught up in 
spirit to behold His glory. 
"Eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, 
neither hath it entered into the heart of 
man, the things which the Lord hath pre-
pared for them that love Him. But God 
hath revealed them unto us by His Spirit: 
for the Spirit searcheth all things, yea, the 
deep things of God." There are some of 
those deep things, the glories possible to 
man, locked within this Song of Loves. 
The recklessness with which the subject 
of love is handled in discussion, picture, 
and practice by modern youth, both before 
and after its permissions are legitimate, 
breeds ruin and wrecks many a ship of 
matrimony that might otherwise sail bliss-
ful seas blessed of the Lord in the atmos-
phere of this poem. But such love as is 
described in chapter 8, verse 7, cannot but 
be based on broader foundations than those 
supplied by mere sensuous charms alone. 
The type of marriage herein described is as 
it should be and would be were not the de-
sign of God frustrated by Satan and sin. 
To love purely one must live purely, as is 
only possible by being made pure even as 
He is pure. For this cause God sent His 
only Son, to "give himself for the Church 
that He might present it to himself, a glo-
rious Church not having spot or wrinkle 
nor any such thing." 
"The entire economy of salvation," says 
Harris, "aims at restoring to the world the 
spirit of love." How badly the world needs 
it! How sadly they frustrate the Father's 
favor by foolishly resisting His Spirit! 
We have right to speak of the life that is 
hid with Christ in God as riding along 
life's highway in a "palanaquin paved with 
love", for God is love and Christ is the 
embodiment of the love of God, made pos-
sible because He so loved the world that 
He gave Himself. With His love "shed 
abroad in the human heart by the Holy 
Ghost," one cannot but sing, 
" 0 , 'twas love, love, love that moved the 
mighty God; 
Love, love, 'twas love found me." 
Then, to be admitted into the "secret of 
the Lord" as is permitted "them that fear 
Him," is to be set apart for Himself, for 
so He doeth the Godly. 
0 , don't you see the canopied "chaire", 
the car of state of the Prince, carried ever 
so carefully for "underneath are the ever-
lasting arms"! Riding therein, "under the 
shadow of the Almighty" is the "bride" 
with her "beloved", "the fairest among ten 
thousand." 
The affection of love was created in man 
to be a transcript of divine love and the 
Song clothes the latter in words, without 
loss of language, having divine warrant 
wherewith to express, without presumption, 
the fervor of love between Christ and the 
members of His Church. 
The image of a bride, a bridegroom, and 
a marriage to represent the spiritual has 
the sanction of Scripture throughout; nay, 
the spiritual union was the original fact in 
the mind of God of which marriage is the 
copy or imitation. Isaiah breaks forth into 
such singing in chapter 54: "For thy 
Maker is thine husband; the LORD of 
hosts is his name." And again in chapter 
62: "For as a young man marrieth a vir-
gin, so shall thy sons marry thee: as a 
bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride, so 
shall thy God rejoice over thee." 
Jeremiah is greatly troubled with Israel's 
backsliding and compares it to infidelity in 
the married state. (3:1) Ezekiel (16) uses 
the same figure denouncing the same sin 
saying, ". . Thy renown went forth among 
the heathen for thy beauty: for it was per-
fect through my comeliness, which I put 
upon thee, saith the Lord God. How weak 
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is thine heart, seeing thou doest all these 
things . . as a wife that committeth adul-
tery, which taketh strangers instead of her 
husband?" 
God speaks through the lips of Hosea 
(2:19) almost as a lover proposing. "And 
I will betroth thee to me forever: yea, I 
will betroth thee unto me in righteousness, 
and in judgment and loving kindness, and 
in mercies. I will even betroth thee unto 
me in faithfulness: and thou shalt know 
the Lord." 
Our Lord Himself, uses the same figure 
(Matt. 9:15) "Can the children of the 
bridechamber mourn, as long as the bride-
groom is with them? but the days will 
come when the bridegroom shall be taken 
from them, and then shall they fast." And 
again (22:2) "The kingdom of heaven is 
like unto a certain king, which made a mar-
riage for his son." Also we remember the 
"ten virgins, which took their lamps and 
went forth to meet the bridegroom." 
(25:1) 
It was in the mind of John the Baptist 
(Jn. 3:29) when he said, "He that hath the 
bride is the bridegroom: but the friend of 
the bridegroom, which standeth and hear-
eth him, rejoiceth greatly because of the 
bridegroom's voice: this my joy is there-
fore fulfilled." 
The figure frequently occurs in the apos-
tle's letters. To the Corinthians (I Cor. 
11:2) he writes, "For I am jealous over 
you with a godly jealousy: for I have 
espoused you to one husband, that I may 
present you as a chaste virgin to Christ." 
To the Romans (7:4) he says, ". . that ye 
should be married to another, even to Him 
who is raised from the dead, that ye should 
bring forth fruit unto God." 
Paul does not go from the marriage re-
lation to the union of Christ and the 
Church as if the former was first, but he 
comes down from the latter as the first and 
best recognized fact known, when he says 
to the Ephesians: 
"Walk in love, as Christ also hath loved us, 
and hath given Himself for us . . . For the 
husband is head of the wife, even as Christ is 
head of the Church . . therefore as the Church 
is subject unto Christ, so let the wives he to 
their own husbands in everything. Husbands 
love your wives, even as Christ also loved the 
Church, and gave himself for it: that He 
might sanctify it with the washing of water 
by the Word, that He might present it to him-
self a glorious Church, not having spot or 
wrinkle, or any such thing; but that it should 
be holy and without blemish. So ought men 
to love their wives as their own bodies. He 
that loveth his wife, loveth himself . . For this 
cause shall a man leave his father and mother, 
and shall be joined unto his wife and they two 
shall be one flesh. This is a great mystery but 
I speak concerning Christ and the Church. 
Nevertheless let every one of you so love his 
wife even as himself: and the wife see that 
she reverence her husband." 
And finally, we hear from the Celestial 
City: "Let us be glad and rejoice, and give 
honor to Him: for the marriage of the 
Lamb is come, and His wife hath made 
herself ready" (Rev. 19:17). This is 
reality and is anticipated earnestly by 
those who have been made ready. 
We most certainly do no violence to the 
Scripture when we say that there was a 
celestial situation in the mind of God, of 
which this most sacred of earthly relation-
ships is an attempt at explanation to the 
mind of man. True, if in the Lord, it is a 
little bit of heaven to go to heaven in but, 
delightfully blessed as this blessed union 
is, it is a circumstance that ceases with 
time. 
The Mormons say that to be married in 
the temple is to be married for eternity. 
That is, such a marriage only is sealed in 
heaven—is a celestial marriage. Such as 
are not so married are married only for 
time for so it is stated in the ceremony— 
"until death do us part." 
But why not for such is the design of 
God. Paul states, (Rom. 7:2) that "the 
woman that hath an husband is bound by 
the law to her husband so long as he 
liveth; but if the husband be dead she is 
loosed from the law of her husband." I 
asked them the question of the Sadducees, 
If she marry again "whose will she be in 
the Resurrection"? " 0 " , said they, "Je-
sus did not say in heaven, He merely said 
'in the Resurrection'." True enough, but 
the Scriptural conception of the Resurrec-
tion is instantaneous and introduces the 
resurrected state of which He is speaking. 
No, 'tis false so to speak of Christ's 
statement. To those who maintain that 
marriage is made on earth for heaven, Je-
sus says, "Ye do err, not knowing the 
Scriptures, nor the power of God." True 
courtship and earthly marriage is just as 
full of delights as is described in the Song 
of Songs, but, delightful as it is, it ends 
when death doth part, for it has served its 
purpose as a celestial tie on earth, por-
traying a situation between Christ and the 
saints which will be far superior to any-
thing our earth minds can conceive. 
Jesus says of it: "For in the Resurrec-
tion they neither marry nor are given in 
marriage, but are as the angels of God in 
heaven" (Matt. 22:30) . What will that be 
like? My heart cries out with Herbert: 
"0 that I know how all thy lights combine, 
And the configurations of their glorie: 
Seeing not only how each verse doth 
shine, 
But all the constellations of the storie." 
Someone asked Billy Bray if he thought 
we would recognize each other in heaven 
and he replied, "Sure, do you think we'll 
be dum'mer in heaven than we are here?" 
Of course not. Much as we love our wives 
here, the thought of a superior relation 
hereafter, detracts nothing f r o m the 
radiance of heavenly living. As we live a 
life full of loving here below, love for our 
fellowmen and for our Lord, so will we 
live a fuller, more perfect life in heaven 
above. Just as the "earnest of our in-
heritance" is so delightful now, while we 
are going to heaven, but most surely will 
be eclipsed by full realization of our in-
heritance among the sanctified. It is a 
mystery but it is not fiction. It is delight-
ful indeed, to be able to say, "This is my 
beloved, this is my friend", but, Oh, "to 
look on His face and be filled with His 
grace"—What will it be like to awake in 
His likeness? In spite of the sweet reve-
lations of the Spirit to our soul, we still 
"see through a glass darkly". Our finite 
mind cannot fully comprehend what the in-
finite God "hath prepared for them that 
love Him." "Behold", saith Paul, "I show 
you a mystery." 
And, friends, we want it so to be. For 
mingled with the loveliness of living to-
gether in the Lord, here below, there is 
much of "myrrh" which speaks of misery. 
The best of earth living has a lot of earth 
labor that would be unbearable were it not 
for heavenly loving which is granted to 
husband and wife. Where God is ignored 
or left out of life's plans, living often be-
comes burdensome, but even with all the 
blessing of true love which is provided, 
we must have something better hereafter 
than we've had here, for we are living up-
on an earth that has been cursed because of 
offense to heaven. 
The celestial relationship will certainly 
be all glorious. We all, men and women, 
husbands and wives, who have been made 
white in the blood of the Lamb, suffer 
the loss of our individual identity as such, 
but we lose nothing for we become member 
of the bride—"the Lamb's Wife." Do not 
ask me to explain it! It is a mystery but 
it is true. Hallelujah! 
0 sisters of men, why try to lose your 
sacred place as noble women among men 
by aping the manners, habits and customs 
of men. It is the man who loses his 
coarseness of character and becomes, 
gentle, peacable, and lovely as the Spirit 
finally fits him into celestial societv as a 
member of the Bride, the wife of the Lamb. 
While here below, we ride in a "Palana-
quin paved with love" which is altogether 
lovely but is not all the loveliness in store 
for us when our Beloved comes in all His 
glory. We groan earnestly that we might 
be unclothed with mortality and go to be 
forever with our Lord. 
This, it seems to me is the message por-
trayed to us in this Song above all love 
songs from the pen of man. 
Our next study (Thy Love is Better 
Than Wine). 
Attitude of Trust 
WHEN we believe for a blessing, we • must take the attitude of faith, and 
begin to act and pray as if we had the 
blessing. We must treat God as if He had 
given us our request. We must lean our 
weight over upon Him for the thing that 
we have claimed, and just take it for grant-
ed that He gives it, and is going to con-
tinue to give it. This is the attitude of 
trust.—Elim Evangel and Foursquare Re-
vivalist. 
* 
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RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE NEWS nite Churches in eastern Pennsylvania with-in a few weeks. 
RELIEF AND SERVICE COMMITTEE 
Treasurer's Quarterly Report 
from Sept. 30, 1941 to Dec. 31, 1941 
Balance on hand September 30, 1941—.$3,830.93 
Receipts 
Altoona Mission—Janesville Branch—$ 10.00 
Bertie District: 
Clarence Center Congregation 87.00 
Blandburg Mission Dist 20.00 
Brown County Dist., Kansas: 
Pleasant Hill Cong 70.45 
California Dist.: 
Upland Cong 250.00 
Chino Cong 56.50 
Center, Clinton & Lycoming Co., 
Dist., Pa.: 
Cedar Springs Cong 70.00 
Colyer & Green Grove Cong 60.00 
Fox Hollow Cong 15.00 
Marsh Creek Cong 10.00 
Chicago Mission Congregation 10.00 
Clark County, Ohio Dist.: 
Beulah Chapel Cong 129.00 
Raye's Cove Mission, Pa 10.00 
Cumberland County, Pa., Dist.: 
Carlisle Cong 200.00 
Cross Roads Cong 109.00 
Dauphin-Lebanon Dist. Pa.: 
Fairland Cong. 223.00 
Harrisburg Congregations 245.00 
Hummelstown Congregation 151.00 
Palmyra Cong 330.00 
General as to District 77.75 
Dayton, Ohio Dist.: 
Dayton Mission Cong 30.00 
Fairview Cong 113.00 
Donegal Dist., Pa 85.30 
Franklin Corner's Mission Dist., Ill 5.00 
Grantham Dist., Pa 306.16 
Granville Mission Dist., Pa 15.00 
Graterford Dist 210.23 
Indiana Dist.: 
Locke Cong 70.00 
Garrett Cong 92.20 
Union Grove Cong 90.00 
Iowa-So. Dakota Dist.: 
Des Moines Cong 66.60 
Juniata-Mifflin Dist., Pa.: 
Cedar Grove Cong 86.00 
Miami Dist., Ohio: 
Highland Cong 20.00 
Pleasant Hill Cong 20.00 
Michigan Dist.: 
Bethel Cong 225.00 
Carland Cong 20.00 
Mooretownship Center Cong 182.00 
Montgomery, Pa., Dist 322.73 
Morrison's Cove Dist., Pa.: 
Martinsburg Cong 199.00 
Spring Hope Cong 10.00 
Mowersville-Greensprings Dist., Pa.: 
Mowersville Cong 118.00 
Greensprings Cong 67.00 
New Guilford Dist., Pa 88.00 
North Franklin, Pa., Dist.: 
Air Hill Cong 125.00 
Chambersburg Cong 185.50 
Mt. Rock Cong 37.50 
General as to District 83.56 
North Dickinson Dist., Kans.: 
Abilene Cong 110.80 
Bethel Cong 44.00 
Zion Cong 106.50 
Oklahoma Dist.: 
Bethany Cong 46.59 
Orlando, Fla. Mission Dist 1.00 
Rapho Dist., Pa 214.96 
Richland-Ashland Dist., Ohio: 
Chestnut Grove Cong 90.00 
Ringgold Dist., Pa.: 
Waynesboro Cong 111.11 
Saxton, Sherman's Valley and Rid-
dlesburg Mission Dist., Pa 40.00 
Souderton-Silverdale Dis t , Pa 232.20 
South Dickinson Dist., Kans.: 
Belle Springs Cong 118.00 
Rosebank Cong 42.30 
Stark County (Canton) Dist., Ohio: 
Valley Chapel 15.00 
Wavne County Dist., Ohio: 
Sippo Valley Cong 45.00 
Unclassified as to Districts: 
Mrs. Russel Pritchard, Dayton, Ohio 5.00 
Anonymous cash 2.00 
. United Zion's Children, Akron, Pa., 
Cong 32.60 
Moreno Union Sundav School. 
Mor«no, Calif 10.00 
Total Receipts and Balance $10,104.47 
Disbursements 
Mennonite Central Committe: 
For Relief Fund $1,600.00 
For Civilian Public Service Camps 
Fund 3,484.00 
E. V. Publishing House: 
For Stationery 8.55 
For Library Books for Service 
Camps 22.50 
Sr. Jesse W. Hoover: 
Allowance for mos. of Oct. and Nov. 50.00 
Railroad fare to Chicago Com. Meeting 41.48 
Total disbursements $5,206.23 
Balance on hand on Dec. 31, 1941 $4,898.24 
The following known donations were made 
in addition to the above: 
From the Brethren in Christ Sewing Circle, 
Clarence Center, N. T.: 
Prepared clothing for children from 
Infants to 12-year olds valued at $ 60.00 
From the Brethren in Christ Sewing Circle of 
Buffalo Mission Dis.: 
Prepared clothing for children—In-
fants, boys and girls valued at 50.80 
From the North and South Dickinson Districts 
of Kansas: 300 lbs. of New and Used clothing 
from the following congregations with values 
from each as listed: 
Zion Congregation $ 37.29 
Bethel Congregation 11.74 
Abilene Congregation 20.00 
Rosebank Congregation 35.00 
Belle Springs Congregation.... 63.85 $167.88 
From the Davton Dist., Ohio: 
New Clothing valued at $ 64.25 
Used Clothing valued at 67.50 131.75 
From the Donegal Dist., Pa.: New and Used 
Clothing and Supplies as follows: 
The Cross Roads Sewing Circle, 87 
articles valued at $ 50.00 
Sunshine Band of Cross 
Roads Cong 20.00 
Individual members of the 
district 135.00 
Woman's Bible Class of 
Maytown S. S 5.00 
Cash toward transportation of 
the above 1.00 211.00 
Respectfully submitted, 
J. H. HOFFMAN, Treas. 
HELP FOR NEEDY BRITONS 
A LETTER dated November 11, 1941 from Brother John E. Coffman gives 
an interesting summary of the work which 
he and Brother Peter Dyck have been car-
rying on in England. Among persons 
benefitting from their work are children in 
Wickhurst Manor Nursery Home, the Bas-
que Spanish Children in Plymouth as well 
as many individuals in Coventry and other 
centers where bombings have been severe. 
WORD FROM RELIEF WORKER IN FRANCE 
Friends of our relief workers in France 
will be glad to learn of Brother Joseph 
Byler's latest cable from France, dated De-
cember 17. This cable, received at the 
Akron, Pennsylvania, office on December 
18. was as follows: 
"HAVE JANUARY SUPPLIES LYON 
PROGRAM STOP ALL GOING WELL 
REASSURE FAMILIES" 
JOSEPH BYLER 
BROTHER JESSE HOOVER ON 
SPEAKING TOUR 
Brother Jesse Hoover, recently returned 
from France after nine months of relief 
work there, is at present touring the middle 
west and speaking at various churches on 
the relief program in France. Besides 
speaking in churches in Ohio. Brother 
Hoover will also give a talk to the boys at 
the Bluffton Camp. Plans are under way 
to have Brother Hoover speak to Menno-
HOME FOR AGED CONTINUING 
In Birmingham, England, our relief 
workers have established a home for aged 
people whose homes have been bombed or 
for some reason are v/ithout a place to live. 
Bro. Peter Dyck has charge of this work. 
In a letter dated December 3 he reports: 
"I am very happy to be able to report 
that at 'The Woodlands' everything is run-
ning smoothly. The fire-watching prob-
lem has been favorably solved, though not 
without some difficulty; the number of in-
mates is now 26; and we have been most 
fortunate in obtaining for the hostel per-
manent wardens. They are Mr. and Mrs. 
Hodgkin. elderly Friends, endowed with a 
gracious personality and pleasant disposi-
tion, experienced in welfare work, staunch 
Christians—two of their children are in the 
foreign mission field—and they themselves 
are most happv to be able to render this 
much-neer!ed Christian Service. I feel cer-
tain that the running of internal affairs of 
'The Woodlands' is in excellent hands." 
DENISON CAMP ENJOYS SPIRITUAL 
LIFE MEETING 
On December 9. 10, 11. Brother C . N . 
Hostetter conducted the Spiritual Life 
Meetings at the Denison, Iowa, Camp. 
"The Olive Branch", camp paper, states 
that Brother Hostetter spoke on the fol-
lowing subjects: "Is Life Worth Living?": 
"God-Made Man"; "How Can I Live Tri-
umphantly?" Of his visit to this camp. 
Brother Hostetter says: "At Dension C.P.S. 
Camp I found a large number of young 
men who wish to give Christ preeminence 
in their lives. It was a pleasure to enjoy 
their fellowship. God Bless Camp Deni-
son!" 
GROTTOES BOYS FIGHT FOREST FIRES 
Boys in the Grottoes. Virginia. Camp 
were called upon to fight: a fire in the 
George Washington. National Forest on 
November 18 and 19. Three crews, num-
bering around twenty men each, battled the 
blaze on a mountain at an elevation of 
4.000 feet. One crew returned to camp 
after a thirty-hour vigilance. 
DIRECTORS OF CAMP MEET 
IN CHICAGO 
On January 1. 1942, a meeting of the 
directors of the Mennonite Civilian Public 
Service Camps was held at the Menno-
nite Home Mission in Chicago. A period 
of devotion and spiritual Fellowship was 
enjoyed. In addition to this there was 
a discussion period when camp problems 
and questions were considered. This 
meeting preceded the annual meeting of 
the Mennonite Central Committee which 
took place on January 2 and 3, also at 
the Mennonite Home Mission in Chicago. 
* 
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INASMUCH' 
Jesse Hoover 
N EARLY eight months ago we opened a new project in France, which marked 
the beginning of a new phase of work. It 
was the beginning of our efforts to do 
something in relation to the dire need in 
the Concentration Camps. The opening of 
our children's convalescant colony at Canet 
Plage was our proposed contribution to a 
need that was almost stupefying in its size. 
The personnel who were then on the field 
felt that such a colony as we visualized 
might make rather significant contribution 
to a task which seemed utterly beyond our 
strength. 
In the slightly more than six month's 
period in which I had the privilege of see-
ing the colony in operation, from its open-
ing in April until I left France in early 
November, the results were far beyond our 
most fanciful hopes. Over one hundred 
and fifty children have had an opportunity 
to get a new grip on life, during their stay 
at the colonv which averaged a month to 
six weeks. 
The most striking and most reliable con-
firmation of the good accomplished comes 
from the commandant of one of the 
largest of the Concentration Camps from 
which we take the children. He has said 
repeatedly, to myself as well as to others, 
that he cannot understand how we are able 
to make such a great change in these chil-
dren in such a short time. The contrast in 
the condition of the children when they 
leave the Camp for our colony, with their 
appearance when they return from our 
care, is almost unbelievable according to 
the commandant. This is also confirmed 
by the resident Swiss nurse in the Camp, 
who wants to know our "secret." 
The methods are simple and obvious. 
There are no mysteries about them. First, 
we give the children the best food possible 
under the difficult circumstances. It is 
rather coarse and very simple food, but 
certainly many times better than what they 
get in the Camps. Then we give them beds 
that are clean and comfortable, although 
very simple. One of the salient differences 
is that we try to keep them free from pests 
which are so terribly and distressingly 
common in the Camps. I have seen the 
Swiss nurse crush crawlers creeping in 
broad daylight over the sick babies' cribs 
in the nursery hospital in the Camp. Even 
in this hospital barrack it is utterly impos-
sible to control these parasites. Needless 
to say, we have our own difficulties along 
this line in our colonies. But up to the 
present we have been fairly successful in 
keeping the pests under control. 
But perhaps the greatest factor of all in 
our efforts in rebuilding these children, is 
the home-like atmosphere that we try to 
maintain in our colony. That is the basis 
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for our naming it a "Convalescent Home." 
We try to promote the sympathy and kind-
liness of a real home for these unfortunate 
little ones. Many of them can scarcely re-
call what a real home is like. Most of their 
lives have been spent in the horrid Con-
centration Camps. There is almost no re-
membrance of happy, normal life at home. 
It is small wonder then that so often their 
faces when they first come to us, are care-
worn, old-looking and unhappy. The ring 
of normal childish laughter is so ominous-
ly absent. The crushing cares of the older 
folks have been foisted upon these helpless 
innocents. It is one of the most noticeable 
and most encouraging signs of our success, 
that the normal happy and carefree attitude 
of childhood is at least in part restored 
when they are with us for a brief time. 
Upon the testimony of the camp officials 
we base our above statement, that this ven-
ture in relief of children from the camps 
has succeeded beyond our fondest expecta-
tions. They wistfully suggested that they 
wished it would be possible for us to do as 
much for all of the children in the camps. 
This is of course impossible. The task is 
too large to assume. 
But on the strength of the immensely 
gratifying responses received on this our 
first venture at assistance of the great Con-
centration Camps, we decided to expand 
this phase of our program as much as pos-
sible. Accordingly, we secured the rent-
free use of a site especially constructed for 
a summer colony for under-privileged chil-
dren. It is located at Port Vendres, one 
of the cities where we have formerly had 
package distributions. It is along the 
Mediterranean coast, only a few miles 
from the border of Spain; surrounded by 
the rugged Pyrenees mountains, and front-
ed by the precipitous, rocky cliffs of the 
seashore. It is a most lovely spot, looking 
out over an inlet of the beautiful blue of 
the "Cote Vermeille" to the extremely an-
cient, historic port of Collioure, one of the 
most picturesque of all old cities in south-
ern France. 
Right at the back of the colony, within 
easy walking distance, is the newer and 
thriving city of Port Vendres. This is the 
chief commercial link between the extreme 
south of France and the African coast. By 
virtue of its position, it has become a very 
important little port. There is of course a 
distinct advantage in our being situated so 
close to a commercial center, for the prob-
lem of obtaining supplies is one of the 
most difficult that we have in France. 
There is sufficient room in this colony 
for upwards of one hundred and fifty 
children, if we can get sufficient of other 
supplies. The colony is largly equipped 
with bedding and with kitchen and dining 
room necessities. This is a boon which can 
hardly be overestimated, for some of these 
things are almost unobtainable at present 
in France. Add to all this the fact that 
there are a number of persons associated 
with the former administration of the sum-
mer colony, who are most helpfully sym-
pathetic to our task, and who are in posi-
tions to be of inestimable service to our 
cause in a general way, and you have a 
total picture which appears to us in France 
most optimistic and promising. It is our 
earnest hope that we can get sufficient funds 
and foods to operate this colony at its full-
est capacity during the cruel winter 
months. 
Will you add this project to your grow-
ing prayer list, that God may remove pos-
sible difficulties and impediments to the 
fullest realization of our plans at Port 
Vendres? Only eternity can reveal the 
ful'er results of this attempt at salvaging 
the lives of these perishing children. And! 
only the just, eternal Judge can fully re-
ward those who share in this saving of 
these priceless child-souls. As we do it "in 
His name" as a cup of cold water, we are 
assured of his approval, for He says, 'Inas-
much as ye have done it unto one of the 
least of these, my brethren, ye have done 
it unto me." And again He says, "He that 
receiveth one such little one in my name, 
receiveth me." 
Valuable Advice 
A YOUNG man just starting upon work in the ministry was one day talking to 
an aged minister in London, who had spent 
a lifetime in the service. The young man 
said: "You have had a great deal of ex-
perience; you know many things that I 
ought to learn. Can't you give me some 
advice to carry with me in my n e w 
duties?" 
"Yes, I can." was the response, "I will 
give you a piece of advice. You know 
that in every town in England, no matter 
how small, in every village or hamlet, 
though it be hidden in the folds of the 
mountains or wrapped round by the far-off 
sea, in every clump of farmhouses, you 
can find a road which, if you follow it, 
will take you to London. Just so every 
text you shall choose to preach from in 
the Bible will have a road that leads to 
Jesus. Be sure you find that road and fol-
low it; be careful not to miss it once. This 
is my advice to you."—Selected. 
Nothing shows more clearly the gulf 
between Christianity and the noblest of the 
philosophies contemporary with it than 
the rejection by Epictetus, the famous Stoic 
slave-philosopher, of pity as a fault. The 
four Gospels would be much shorter if we 
were to cut out of them all the words and 
deeds which were the fruit of Christ's pity 
for men.—Selected. . . 
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"The Most Important General Work on the 
Life of Christ in Our Language"* 
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